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It took a full week to start feeling ‘normal’ in the 
wake of the biggest event that the Association has 
ever organised. For a few days, it felt like there was 
something missing, as indicated by a gaping hole in 
my To Do list. Now, though, my diary is full again, and 
energy levels are soaring.

The Hardware Show 2017 was one whopper of an event - 
when I walked into RDS Simmonscourt at 9am on Sunday 
5th March, all I could say was ‘Wow’ and I’m sure I wasn’t 
the only one. The quality of the exhibitor stands was simply 
amazing. We knew in advance that regular exhibitors had 
taken more space and with 40 new exhibitors, we knew it 
would be big. What we couldn’t foresee was the levels of 
creativity and sheer impact of the stands and displays. To 
all the exhibitors, thank you for your participation and your 
investment. Without you, we would not have a Show, let 
alone the capacity to push boundaries and deliver a Show 
that, unquestionably, had the X Factor.
I judged visitor numbers on ‘hum’ levels and it appeared to 
me that mid-morning through to early afternoon on Sunday 
and mid-morning to lunchtime on Monday were peak 
periods, The official numbers confirmed that over 1,200 
had come through the doors on Sunday and the balance of 
approximately 800 had come through on Monday. A great big 
‘Thank You’ to all the visitors who took the Show to the target 
we had set ourselves of 2,000. Again, without you, we would 
have no Show.
Now we start the process of review in order to plan The 
Hardware Show 2019 – the bar has been raised! For more 
about the Show and The President’s Ball, please turn to page 
28.
More good news: the first couple of months of 2017 have 
seen the advancement of our training programme and 
buoyant activity through the doors of our offices in Rathcoole. 
It’s been a delight to welcome so many hardware and building 
materials professionals each week. It’s encouraging to see 
that so many retailers, merchants and suppliers so strongly 
believe, as we do, that sales growth is built by people, who 

are well-trained, confident 
and passionate about what 
they do. In a challenging and 
competitive economy, where 
margins are squeezed, having good 
products or ‘doing what you’ve always 
done’ are no guarantees of success, one 
of your biggest differentiators should be your 
people. The programme of courses we have put 
together, and more that we are planning for the future, 
are heavily informed by your input and feedback, and 
we choose trainers who know this sector. See our Spring 
Bulletin for all course details and the comments and insights 
of members who have participated.
During February, I had the opportunity to visit the first 
Homebase conversion to Bunnings in St Albans, just off the 
M25 in Hertfordshire, England. Bunnings’ parent company, 
Wesfarmers, bought Homebase in February 2016 for £340 
million, and the Australian-headquartered chain decided 
to ditch the Homebase brand and introduce its successful 
Australian model to the UK market, exactly one year later. I 
didn’t know what to expect but found the experience quite 
exciting, read about it on page 26.
We continue to focus on supporting your business with 
highly relevant articles, in this issue: the Private Security 
Authority explains what steps you need to take to continue 
being a licensed locksmith on page 17; following reports of 
stolen goods where the cardholder has not been present, the 
Banking Federation offer some useful advice on page 38; and 
there’s an interesting update, on page 39, on IMRO and PPI’s 
new bundled music licence fee, another bureaucratic thorn in 
the side, as far as many members are concerned.

Annemarie Harte
Chief Executive Officer – HAI
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FORMER HAI PRESIDENT RETIRES
Past President of HAI, Jimmy Donoghue and his wife, Sheila, have retired from their long established hardware and DIY business 
in Granard, Co. Longford after 48 years’ trading. The business has been acquired by Topline Quinn’s Supply Stores Ltd, which is a 
family-run builders merchant and DIY specialist in Edgeworthstown, Co. Longford. 
Jimmy delivered a number of significant achievements during his two-year presidency (1995-1996), most notably the revitalisation of 
the Hardware Show in conjunction with Past President Mona Hughes as chair of the Show committee. 
A strong advocate of training and personnel development, Jimmy always encouraged the training of younger people in the business. 
Jimmy served on the National Council and Executive Committee of HAI for many years and was a staunch promoter of the benefits 
of HAI membership.

JOHN MURPHY STEPS DOWN 
FROM ALLIED MERCHANTS
HAI Past President, John Murphy, has stepped down from his role at Allied Merchants. 
Commenting on his departure, John said: “Over the last six years, it has been both a privilege 
and a pleasure to assist in the creation and development of Allied Merchants into the 
organisation that it is today. I have decided that my time with Allied Merchants is now at an 
end and, along with the time that I spent working for and on behalf of Hardware Association 
Ireland, it has been a most rewarding experience, for which I would like to thank the industry. 
I look forward with great anticipation to the next challenge that lies ahead and would like to 
thank everyone that I have had the privilege to deal with over the years.”

John Murphy, Past President of HAI, has stepped down from his role at the Allied Merchants Buying Group.

Sheila and Jimmy Donoghue.
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www.intactsoftware.comwww.intactsoftware.com042-9331742042-9331742

Looking to upgrade your business Software?

The EU’s Construction Products Regulation (CPR) needs 
to be improved – that was the message from a debate on 
CPR and the CE mark at the spring meeting of the European 
Association of National Builders Merchants Associations and 
Manufacturers (UFEMAT).
According to a report on the debate, some speakers 
described the CE marking as a form of EU bureaucracy that 
does not offer much of a commercial advantage. 
One view was that the CE marking is perceived as an 
administrative mark directed at national market surveillance 
authorities (MSAs) rather than an effective badge of quality 
for the consumer. There is a major difference between a CE 
mark for toys and electric appliances on the one hand and a 
CE mark for building materials on the other. 
The real world use of the CE mark, it was felt, is very distant 
from the original concept. 
As regards market monitoring, there is no adequate control 
system; the implementation and enforcement of the CE mark 
are lacking, it was argued. 
The meeting was told that the European Commission 

(EC) understood that there are issues with CPR. The EC 
recognizes an enormous amount of money had been 
invested in the CPR by the different market participants. The 
delegates learned there is a serious problem with MSAs: the 
engagement from the different countries is, apparently, too 
diverse. There was a wide spectrum of opinions on the best 
solutions, ranging from going back to national marks and 
borders to achieving complete compliance. 
From all sides, there was a consensus about a manifest lack 
of communication about CPR addressed to the involved 
parties. 
It was proposed that the regulators and the industry should 
look at improved methods of communication. 
Digital systems, such as Building Information Modelling 
(BIM), have emerged and found ardent users in the building 
sector. There is a clear opportunity to integrate the original 
CPR with these kind of systems, which could help all parties 
involved to get a benefit “out of the burdens of the CPR”. 
The suggestion was made to discuss a European Marketing 
Pass (EMP) to facilitate access to the European market. 

EUROPEAN BUILDERS MERCHANTS 
QUESTION EFFECTIVENESS OF CPR
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HAI LAUNCHES FREE GUIDE TO HRI SCHEME
HAI was instrumental 
in campaigning for the 
introduction of the Home 
Renovation Incentive (HRI) 
scheme and lobbying for its 
extension to 31st December, 
2018. From research HAI carried 
out, it is evident that awareness 
of the scheme is low, with only 
one in two homeowners aware 
of the scheme and how to use it.
HAI wants to help you to help 
your customers so they have 
produced a HRI Guide for 
Hardware Retailers and Builders 
Merchants, containing details 
about how the scheme works, 
hints and tips to make 
you Customer Champions and 
lots more useful information. 
To get your free copy of the 
Guide, simply call us at 01 
298 0969 or email info@
hardwareassociation.ie
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Abrasives Access Equipment Air Tools Fluid/Grease Handling Hand Tools

SundriesStorage & Lifting WeldingPressure Washers

Heat Personal Protection Equipment Power & Light Power Tools

+353 (0) 1473 0300
Call Us:

www.jeffersontools.com
Visit Us Online

sales@jeffersontools.com
E-mail Us

WELDS 8 X 3.2MM ELECTRODES 
CONSECUTIVELY

140A DC INVERTER 
ARC WELDER

COMPACT WITHOUT 
COMPROMISE

INCLUDES 114 
INDIVIDUAL PIECES

THE TOOL
HAUL

POWDER COATED 
TANK 

HOT START/ARC FORCE
GENERATOR FRIENDLY

200L COMPRESSOR 3HP 230V
HEAVY DUTY 
ELECTRIC MOTOR

TWIN CASTOR WHEELS 
ADD STABILITY/
MANOEUVRABILITY 

COMPLIANT WITH ALL RECENT 
PRESSURE VESSEL DIRECTIVES

COMPLETE WITH 
REGULATOR AND 
FILTER TRAP

FITTED 
WITH 

13A UK
PLUG SADOLIN 

INTRODUCES 
OUTDOOR 
VARNISH
New for 2017, Sadolin Outdoor Varnish aims to enable users to 
create a contemporary feel to outdoor projects while showcasing 
the natural beauty of wooden features. Sadolin Outdoor Varnish 
comes in a choice of 750 ml and 2.5 litre pack sizes.
Available in a choice of matt or satin finish, this product is suitable 
for use on windows, doors and conservatories and it can be 
applied to both new and previously coated surfaces with, the 
company notes, the added development of UV inhibitors to deliver 
lasting protection.  
“There’s a growing trend towards a contemporary look which 
highlights the natural aspect of wood and Sadolin Outdoor Varnish 
has been developed to offer the perfect solution,” said Kevin 
Whelan, Sadolin Marketing Manager. “Its contemporary satin or 
matt finishes are the ideal choice to maintain the natural colour 
and finish of the wood. Developed by our wood care experts with 
protective UV additives, our new premium formulation protects 
against damaging UV light and provides long-lasting protection.”



• Busy Main Road
• Established Trading Position
• 70,000 Vehicles Per Week

Trim, Co. Meath
Mob:  087 253 2728
Tel:  046 9484671
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JUST THE TICKET 

The ‘Concrete Ticket’, a new initiative to promote excellence in concrete 
practice, was launched recently, offering a formally recognised education 
and guidance course on working with concrete. Developed by the Irish 
Concrete Society, the Concrete Ticket aims to ensure that concrete 
construction is carried out to European and Irish standards by operatives 
with the necessary skill and training. 
Under the voluntary initiative, operatives are offered education in the 
form of a half-day course with guidance on the correct ordering, handling, 
finishing and curing of concrete for construction. Participants must then 
complete and pass a multiple-choice test, with successful participants 
receiving an official photo ID card as proof of completion. 
Several courses have already taken place, and some 20 courses are 
planned for 2017 in locations around the country. The Irish Concrete 
Society has launched a dedicated website about the Concrete Ticket with 
information on dates and venues of courses at www.concreteticket.ie.

Pictured at the recent launch of the Concrete Ticket: Chairman of The Irish Concrete Society, Jim Mansfield; Minister 
of State for Housing and Urban Renewal, Damien English, TD; and Director General of the Construction Industry 
Federation, Tom Parlon.

GREY’S A BIG HIT 

Highlights of the Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage 
stand at the recent Hardware Show included the 
new Anthracite Grey colour option available in both 
the modern gloss and heritage inspired Cascade 
Cast Iron Style Rainwater Systems. Commenting 
on the event, Brett Martin Sales Director, Joe Doyle, 
said: “We see trade shows such as this as extremely 
important. The Hardware Show has provided us with 
an opportunity to showcase our extensive portfolio 
and introduce our latest products to market.  It’s 
important for us to meet customers face-to-face to 
build and develop strong relationships and ultimately 
help them increase their sales figures.”

What a glorious feelin’: The spectacular Brett Martin stand pictured before the doors 
opened to the Hardware Show 2017.

B&Q OPENS ‘CITY STORE’ IN LONDON
B&Q opened a new format ‘City’ store in London in March, 48 years after the first B&Q opened in an old cinema building, on 
another high street, Portswood Road, in Southampton.
The new B&Q store at only 3,000 sq. ft occupies an ex-post office premises at 482, Holloway Road, north London. B&Q’s toe in 
the water with an urban, high street concept opened at 9am on a Friday morning, accompanied by the all-important ribbon cutting, 
balloons, an ex-football star, in this case Martin Keown (the Emirates stadium is only 3 minutes away), and some impressive 
opening offers. 
B&Q made it clear that this is a trial and although speculation has been rife about a second location, there are no specific plans at 
this stage. 
(Source: Steve Collinge, Managing Director, Insight Retail Group Ltd)

UK CONSTRUCTION SLOWDOWN FUELS FEARS OF 
FALTERING ECONOMY 
A slowdown in the growth of UK construction activity has added to fears that the country’s economy may be starting to cool.
March saw only a marginal rise in new work across the British construction sector, with a weak rise in homebuilding in particular. 
Any fall-off in activity in the sector is bad news for Ireland, where exports of everything, from timber and pre-cast concrete, to 
architectural and engineering services are heavily reliant on the British market.
Enterprise Ireland has indicated that those involved in the supply of construction materials are among the sectors most heavily 
reliant on UK exports, with as much as 90% of sales in some segments made in Britain.
Howard Archer of IHS Global Insight said the Purchasing Managers’ Index for the sector was largely “uninspiring”.
“Following on from a third successive modestly softer manufacturing purchasing managers survey for March, the lacklustre 
construction PMI maintains suspicion the UK economy is beginning to falter. Signs of slowing UK growth is particularly evident in 
consumer spending,” he said. (Source: www.independent.ie)
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•	A	long-lasting	anti-corrosive	paint	with	a	
rich	enamel	finish.

•	Suitable	for	industrial	or	agricultural	use.

•	 Ideal	for	use	over	blockwork,	steel	
sheets,	asbestos	sheeting	or	wood.

•	Protects	against	weather	and	corrosion.

•	Available	in	Grey,	Red,	Green	and	Black	
from	2.5ltr	up	to	20ltr	size.

On the Farm
and the Factory...

CURUST	INDUSTRIES	LTD.
Bray,	Co.	Wicklow,	Ireland.

Tel:	+353	1	276	0800.	Fax:	+353	1	276	0799.	
Email:	info@curust.ie		www.curust.ie

Douglas protects!

Choose Douglas Oxide Paint

Douglas Oxide Press New 2017.indd   1 31/01/2017   23:06

SPAIN’S BUILDING 
SECTOR RECOVERS AS 
FRANCE AND ITALY 
STAGNATE
The building industry in Spain has shown a clear 
improvement in 2016 in comparison to the difficult situation 
it endured in previous years. In 2016, the building industry 
in Spain grew by more than 7% and the forecast for 2017 
shows an anticipated increase of 9%, according to a report 
from the proceeding of the recent spring meeting of the 
European Association of National Builder’s Merchants 
Associations and Manufacturers (UFEMAT). The report 
notes that it should be kept in mind that Spain is showing 
growth from a very low level. 
In contrast, the building industries in France and Italy have 
stagnated 
There have been fewer new construction projects in Italy, 
although the renovation market has been performing well at 
+7%, and, as in most European countries, renovation has 
been the main driver in the Italian construction sector. 
The French are taking a wait-and-see approach to prospects 
for 2017 because of the uncertainty around the upcoming 
presidential election. 
Finally, the report notes “a quite good situation as far as 
Denmark, Germany and Austria are concerned”. 

LOOKING TO 
HIRE? LET HAI 
AND SEETEC HELP
HAI can help you fill your vacancies with a new member 
service at no additional cost. They have partnered with 
Seetec, who are one of two companies selected by the 
Department of Social Protection (DSP) to deliver the 
Government Job Path initiative in specific geographical 
areas of the country. They work closely with Turas Nua, 
the second company selected to offer a nationwide 
solution. HAI and Seetec have identified that the key to 
successful recruitment is taking the time to listen and 
understand the needs of your business.
They will work closely with you to ensure you receive 
candidates that suit your vacancies, with the relevant 
skills and a willingness to learn what makes your 
business tick. All candidates are pre-screened and chosen 
for your vacancies based on the criteria you provide. 
Initially, HAI has developed two retail job profiles:
1. Indoor Sales, and,
2. Yard Sales.
This was in order to assist the introduction of this initiative 
and allow for a more-informed and experience-based 
criteria to be developed by participants as the programme 
progresses. If a company has a number of vacancies, a 
bulk recruitment programme or pre-employment training 
course that is tailored to your organisational needs can 
be identified. Plus, once your new employee is settled 
in, Seetec can provide on-the-job training to keep their 
skills up to date and where appropriate, help employers 
benefit from the Jobplus scheme where the Department 
of Social Protection pays a monetary incentive to the 
employer monthly in arrears over a 2-year period.
It provides two levels of regular cash payments:
1. A payment of €7,500 for each person recruited who 
has been unemployed for more than 12 but less than 24 
months.
2. A payment of €10,000 for each person recruited who 
has been unemployed for more than 24 months. 
The HAI and Seetec free recruitment service includes:
• a dedicated Business Consultant;
• candidates that have been pre-screened;
• assistance with arranging interviews and interview 

room use as appropriate;
• candidates who have received pre-interview training 

and support;
• candidates with relevant and current skills training; 

and,
• ongoing employment support for you and your new 

employee
This free recruitment service saves you time and money.
For more information on the scheme and to talk about 
your job requirements contact Jim on 01 298 0969 or 
email jim@hardwareassociation.ie
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SCREWFIX HELPS DRIVE SALES 
INCREASE FOR KINGFISHER
Kingfisher recently issued its full year results for 2016 and reported total adjusted sales (in constant currencies) were up 1.7%. 
More specifically, sales were up 2.4% (+5.9% like for like) in its UK & Ireland division to £4,979 million, benefiting from a broadly 
supportive backdrop and a continued strong Screwfix performance. Retail profit grew by 9.9% to £358 million. Gross margins were 
down 80 basis points reflecting mixed effects from strong growth in Screwfix, clearance related to the B&Q store closures and 
higher digital sales. The focus on cost control continued. 
Screwfix grew total sales by 23.2% (+13.8% LFL) to £1,299 million, driven by strong growth from the specialist trade desks 
exclusive to plumbers and electricians, strong digital growth (e.g., click & collect +60%, mobile +124%) and the continued roll-out 
of new outlets. All in all, 60 new outlets were opened, taking the total to 517. The overall target is to have around 700 outlets in the 
UK, up from 600 previously. 
B&Q total sales declined by 3.3% to £3,680 million reflecting planned store closures partly offset by sales transference. Like for 
like (LFL) sales increased by 3.5% of which 2.6% resulted from sales transference associated with the store closures. LFL sales 
of seasonal products were up 3.1% while sales of non-seasonal products, including showroom, were up 3.6%. Click & collect is 
now available on over 31,500 products (FY 2015/16: 16,700). Total digital sales, including home delivery, continued to make good 
progress with sales growing by 45%. 
(Source: Kingfisher.com)

Financial highlights
   % Total Change % Total Change % LFL* Change

2016/17 2015/16 Reported Constant currency Constant currency
Adjusted sales £11,225m £10,331m +8.7% +1.7% +2.3%
Retail profit £847m £746m +13.5% +6.1%  
Underlying pre-tax profit £787m £686m +14.7%   
Adjusted pre-tax profit £743m £686m +8.3%   
Underlying basic EPS 25.9p 22.0p +17.7%   
Adjusted basic EPS 24.4p 22.0p +10.9%   
Lease adjusted ROCE 12.5% 12.3% +20bps   
Full year dividend 10.4p 10.1p +3.0%   
Net cash £641m £546m n/a

CONSUMER ‘FEELBAD’ FADES IN Q1

Irish consumer sentiment improved slightly in March, largely 
because of a slight easing of concerns about household 
finances. Encouragingly, the three-month moving average 

picked up for a third consecutive month and this measure of 
the underlying trend has now reversed the clear weakening 
seen through the second half of 2016.
However, if the survey hints at a fading ‘feelbad’ factor, there 
is little evidence that markedly more positive sentiment is 
becoming established. Instead, a still uncertain economic 
outlook means consumers remain relatively cautious and this 
was reflected in a marginal weakening of spending intentions.
The KBC Bank Ireland/ESRI consumer sentiment index 
increased to 101.9 in March from 100.7 in February, only partly 
recovering the 2.4-point drop reported in the second month of 
the year. 
The considerable difficulty that the average Irish consumer 
is currently having in evaluating their economic and financial 
prospects is clearly suggested by the fact that the March 
reading marks the 11th time out of the 12 months up to and 
including March in which the sentiment index has moved in the 
opposite direction to the previous month.
(Source: KBC Group NV)
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Lowe’s, a leading US chain of retail home improvement 
and appliance stores, recently announced the launch of 
its Lowe’s Vision: In-Store Navigation app, the first retail 
application of indoor mapping using augmented reality. The 
app is the latest advance from Lowe’s Innovation Labs, the 
retailer’s disruptive innovation hub. The labs are focused on 
creating new solutions to enhance the retail experience for 
customers and employees. 
Lowe’s Vision: In-Store Navigation uses Tango-enabled 
motion tracking, area learning and depth perception to 
guide customers through the store using a mixed-reality 
interface. When a customer comes to Lowe’s to get started 
on a project, they can use any Tango-enabled smartphone 
to create a list of their required items in the app, and access 
product reviews and information to make an informed 
decision. From there, directional prompts overlaid onto the 
real-world setting guide the customer to each item using the 
most efficient route around the store. 
Lowe’s first partnered with Tango to introduce Lowe’s Vision, 
one of the first apps to leverage the Tango platform. Bringing 

spatial perception to the smartphone, Lowe’s Vision acts as 
a ‘digital power tool’ for customers embarking on a home 
improvement project. The technology enables the user to 
measure spaces and visualise how products like appliances 
and home décor will look in their home. 
To learn more about Lowe’s Vision: In-Store Navigation, 
visit www.lowesinnovationlabs.com/instorenavigation.
(Source: Insight DIY & Lowes Press Release)

Grafton Merchanting ROI (GMROI), owner of the Chadwicks 
and Heiton Buckley brands, has announced it will create 170 
jobs over the next two years to facilitate expansion of its 
business. The new roles will increase total employment at 
GMROI to 1,420 staff, an increase of almost 350 since 2014.
Up to 100 of the 170 new roles will be created in 2017, with 
the balance in 2018. The roles include senior management, 
specialist sales, operatives and administrative support 
and will be supported by extensive training and induction 
aimed at facilitating longer term career development within 
GMROI. New jobs will be added in most regions with Dublin 
set to benefit immediately with the creation of 30 new roles 
coinciding with the opening of three new branches.

Building on the success of a pilot Chadwicks Express store 
in Glasnevin in late 2016, the new outlets include two 
Chadwicks Express branches in East Wall (recently opened) 
and Turvey and a Davies’ outlet (specialist heating and 
bathroom branch) in Sallynoggin, South Dublin, due to open 
in the coming months. The store openings will increase 
GMROI’s branch network to 47 stores nationwide by 
midyear, of which 15 will be situated in the Dublin area.
Commenting on the announcement, Eddie Kelly, Chief 
Executive, GMROI said: “These roles represent a significant 
opportunity for young people to join a growth industry and 
avail of the significant training and development provided 
within the company.”

Paint yourself a Masterpiece!
The great new Decorative Range from Douglas offers you an extensive choice of paints that 
will meet the needs of any job. Coming in a variety of sizes and with a premium pedigree the 

Douglas range makes painting a pleasure... and makes every result a ‘masterpiece’!

• Complete new range of paints for interior and exterior use.
• Superior quality products using premium materials.
• Available from all good hardware outlets.
• Competitively priced offering the best all round value.

Curust Industries Ltd. Southern Cross Business Park, Bray, Co. Wicklow.
Tel: (01) 2760800 sales@curust.ie

Douglas Range Ad 2017.indd   1 01/02/2017   11:05

LOWE’S LAUNCHES AUGMENTED REALITY APP

GRAFTON MERCHANTING TO HIRE 170 NEW STAFF

Innovative technology from Lowe’s enables the user to measure spaces and visualise how 
products will look in the home.
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HAI IS DELIGHTED TO WELCOME ITS NEWEST MEMBERS
W Howard Kildare Ltd
Arthurstown, 
Kill,
Co. Kildare
Ph: 045 877671 
Contact: Graham Williams
Business: Suppliers of MDF profiles
 

Scully Supplies Ltd
19 Grange Blundells Road,
Loughgall,
Armagh, BT61 8LT
Ph: 048 38891969
Contact: Conor Scully 
Business: Workwear suppliers 
 

Choice Stores   
131 Ashbourne Industrial Estate 
Ashbourne,
Co. Meath
Ph: 01 8498010
Contact: Gavin Brett
Business: Retailers of hardware, DIY, 
gift and home

The Accessory Company 
(T.A.C.) 
Unit W9i, Ladytown Business Park,
Toughers Industrial Estate,
Naas,
Co. Kildare
Ph: 045 407000
Contact: Stuart Dowzer 
Business: Distributors for mobile 
phone, audio and laptop-related 
accessories

Donal Lynch Hardware  
Unit 35, Second Avenue,
Cookstown Industrial Estate, 
Tallaght,
Dublin 24 
Ph: 01 4588402
Contact: Aidan Lynch 
Business: Housewares distributor 
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Licensed to lock?
Since 1st February, 2017, licensing has been extended to contractors 
operating in the locksmith sector, writes Paul Scallan, CEO, the Private 
Security Authority.

The private security industry 
plays a crucial role in our 
society protecting billions 
of euros worth of goods 
and services while ensuring 
the safety of millions of 
individuals whether in their 
homes, at work or elsewhere. 
The importance of the 
industry in our economy, 
homes and social environment 
should not be underestimated. 
The Private Security Services Act 
2004 provides for the regulation 

of the industry and ensures the interests of consumers are 
protected through the establishment, promotion, monitoring and 
enforcement of appropriate standards. The Act also identifies 
locksmiths as one of the sectors to be regulated by the Private 
Security Authority (PSA). 
In May 2013, the PSA established a working group to develop a 
standard for the licensing of locksmiths. The group included the 
Irish Security Industry Association, the Associated Locksmiths 
of Ireland and the Irish Locksmiths Organisation, as well as 
representatives from An Garda Síochána and the National 
Standards Authority of Ireland, among others. 
During the development process, the Authority held two 
public consultations on the licensing of the sector. A range 
of submissions were received including submissions from 
Hardware Association Ireland and others in the hardware 
business. These helped the working group to develop PSA 
55:2016 - Standard for the Licensing of Locksmiths, the standard 
prescribed by the PSA for the licensing of locksmiths. 

Definition of ‘locksmith’
The standard, which is available on the PSA’s website, 
www.psa.gov.ie, defines a locksmith as a person: who provides 
a security service installing, opening, maintaining, repairing 
or servicing security equipment that, consists of mechanical, 
electronic or other locking devices designed, constructed or 
adapted to prevent unauthorised access to or within premises 
where such equipment is situated or consists of mechanical, 
electronic or other locking devices designed, constructed or 
adapted to prevent unauthorised access to motor vehicles 
and includes a person who, in connection with the provision 
of the services referred to in paragraph (a) or (b), originates, 
duplicates or provides by copy or code restricted keys, safe 
keys or motor vehicle transponder keys, gives advice relating 
to the installation of such equipment or advice relating to the 

protection of such devices from damage or interference.
The standard also provides the following definition of what a 
restricted key is: a key or lock whose sale and/or distribution is 
limited by the lock manufacturer in order to reduce unauthorised 
key proliferation or a key that is cut by reference to a specific 
code. The PSA has announced that locker keys, post box keys 
and keys for similar devices do not fall within the definition of 
coded keys. 
Importantly for the hardware industry, the PSA has provided 
a number of clarifications on what does not require a licence, 
these include,
• A person who solely supplies locking devices whether on 

its own or as part of a fitting but does not install or open 
or maintain or repair or service or originate keys or other 
opening devices for such locking devices;

• A person who copies keys for locking devices using a 
machine where the keys are duplicated from an existing key 
that is not a safe, strong room or otherwise restricted key;

• A person who copies coded keys which do not require a 
key registration card or similar to obtain a code and which 
are used for locking post boxes, lockers and like devices;

• A person who is recognised by a motor vehicle 
manufacturer or distributor as a person authorised to 
service motor vehicles.

The PSA recognises that the introduction of a regulatory 
environment will always create difficulties for those operating in 
the sector and those on the peripheries. The PSA will monitor 
closely the effect that the introduction of regulation will have 
on locksmiths and others, and will provide further guidance and 
clarification where regulation has impacted in an unforeseen 
way. An information note on licensing has been published on our 
website and will be updated when required.

Breaking the law
From the 1st February, 2017, it will be an offence to provide a 
security service as a locksmith without a licence. It will also be 
an offence to engage or employ an unlicensed locksmith. In 
both cases, you could be fined up to €3,000 and/or receive a jail 
sentence of up to five years. 
For those who wish to apply for a licence, application forms and 
guidelines are available on the PSA website, 
www.psa.gov.ie. The PSA licensing unit can also be contacted 
directly at contractors@psa.gov.ie and will be happy to provide 
assistance to anyone who needs clarification on the new 
licensing system.
The Private Security Authority (PSA) is the statutory body 
responsible for the regulation of the private security 
industry in Ireland.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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Interview

In the wake of the UK triggering Article 
50, the reality of Brexit looms ever 
larger. Ian Haldane, Managing Director 
of the Haldane Shiells Group, which is 
involved in cross border trade with the 
Republic and has divisions in Northern 
Ireland, the Isle of Man and the north 
west of England, spoke recently to 
The Hardware Journal about the 
implications of Brexit for the hardware 
and business merchants sector on the 
island of Ireland.

A Northern 
Ireland 
perspective

Negotiating Brexit:

Ian Haldane is Managing Director of the Haldane Shiells Group, made up of Haldane 
Fisher NI, Haldane Fisher Isle of Man, and GE Robinson in North West England.
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What are your main concerns as the UK and the EU embark 
on the Brexit process?

Ian Haldane: One of the biggest concerns for the builders 
merchant sector and the wider business community is the 
threat that significant barriers may be created to doing business 
between Northern Ireland and the Republic, including concerns 
over a hard border with all the implications that brings with it. 
The overarching priority must be that we find a solution which 
ensures that we maintain free trade. Northern Ireland and the 
Republic must build on what they’ve already achieved over 
the last two decades. I think one of the key factors in finding a 
workable solution is for politicians to work with business people 
to identify the best solutions. 
One of the strongest positives in this situation is that it’s clearly 
in everyone’s interests to work out a viable way forward. In that 
context, it’s important to note that 55% of Northern Ireland’s 
exports are to the EU and EU countries have a trading surplus 
with the UK. We all need each other.

Looking at the projected two-year period in the Brexit 
‘waiting room’, what, in your view, are the major 
implications for the hardware retailing sector in Northern 
Ireland during that time?

The specific implications are difficult to predict. Whatever 
agreement that can be negotiated will be a complex one and, 
in all likelihood, will come about as a result of a complex, 
painstaking process. There are likely to be many separate, 
constituent parts that will go in to making up the overall 
agreement. It is genuinely difficult to see how they can agree 
everything in a relatively short period of time and wiser minds 
than mine say it could take longer than two years, some say 
much longer. Agreement on movement of people is likely to 
be difficult and the agreement on trade, which is extremely 
important for both parties, is likely to be one of the last 
elements to be resolved in any agreement. One possibility 
is that there could be a delicate balancing act where many 
separate agreements are worked out and ready for sign-off, 
pending overall final agreement being reached. 

The UK and Irish governments have indicated they 
are committed to avoiding a return to a so-called hard 
border, with the introduction of tariffs and customs, 
between Northern Ireland and the Republic. Do you see 
this commitment as realistic and, if so, what practical 
solutions do you foresee? 

The biggest concern for Northern Ireland and the Republic is 
the border, of course. It’s encouraging that both the UK and 
Republic of Ireland governments are on record in stating their 
commitment to keeping an open border.
Movement of people across the border has long been in 
place, and I would like to believe that it will continue. I can 
remember the days when there was a border crossing and 
there were a lot of costs attached to trading between north 
and south. None of us want to go back to that.
Essentially there are two aspects to it, movement of people 
and goods and the implementation of tariffs on goods. We 
should look at examples of best practice internationally and 
adapt them. France and Switzerland, for example, seem 

to have a relatively smooth and straightforward system 
in place to facilitate the transport of goods. Advances in 
technology should also help. Some countries have systems 
in place which scan trucks as they drive through, which helps 
minimise delays. In terms of what sort of tariffs are put in 
place, obviously, that’s where negotiation will come into play 
to ensure that we minimise costs to business in so far as is 
possible.

Do you foresee volatility in exchange rates being an issue 
over the next two years?

Accounting for fluctuating exchange rates has long been a 
part of doing business for companies like ours which operate 
in the UK, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. 
Dealing with volatile exchange rates will require prudent 
currency hedging and careful management but it will not be a 
new challenge.

Haldane Fisher does business with suppliers in the 
Republic. How will Brexit affect those relationships?

It will be a challenge for our suppliers both north and south of 
the border. And as a business that has supplied products such 
as machine timber to the Republic, for many decades, it will 
be a challenge for us too. In many cases, we have decades-
long relationships with these companies. We have dealt with 
those companies when there was a hard border and we will 
continue to do so, tariffs permitting. Fundamentally, where 
business relationships are strong, I believe people find a way 
to do business if they can. Out of adversity, I believe, will 
come opportunity.

What do you think are the implications for the European 
regulatory framework that has built up around merchanting 
and the construction sector? Will there be practical 
implications, for instance, in relation to product and 
packaging markings, such as the CE mark?

In all honesty, I don’t really know the answer. A new system of 
standards may well revert to British regulations. Certainly, as a 
business, having to satisfy two regulatory frameworks would 
be another operational complication and would likely result in 
additional costs to the business. It will take some time for these 
issues to resolve. 

How has the builders merchant sector overall in Northern 
Ireland been performing in the last two years?  What have 
been the dominant trends in the marketplace? 

The two most significant trends have been a steady 
improvement since 2013 in volumes and sales on the back 
of improved housing demand and a relative easing in the 
availability of finance for both builders and individuals taking out 
mortgages. Of course, borrowing terms and conditions are more 
heavily regulated and rightly so, but I get the impression that 
banks are being more realistic. 
The end result of all this is that Haldane Fisher has seen 
a greater confidence among our customers and a greater 
willingness to spend money and invest.
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With 17 branches, the Haldane Shiells group has an 
influential presence in the builders merchants sector in 
Northern Ireland. What have been the headline product 
trends at your stores in the past 12 months? 

With more houses being built and more construction projects 
commencing, increases in sales of most products have 
occurred. In addition, Timber Frame housing, roof trusses and 
other engineered timber products continue to increase in terms 
of market share.

What are your primary objectives for the group over the 
next couple of years? 

I don’t believe that Brexit means that business development 
and expansion should not continue and we will seek to grow 
the business and invest in expansion where it makes sound 
business sense.
In January we completed the purchase of Craven Timber in 
Leeds. And if the opportunities arise, we will certainly look at 
further acquisitions in the next few years. This sector is all about 
confidence and, at the moment, despite Brexit, there is certainly 
an upbeat mood and the sight of plentiful cranes over the Dublin 
and Belfast cityscapes underlines that positivity. 
While we all have good reason to be concerned about the 
outcome of Brexit, I am still confident that the next three or four 
years will be strong ones for Ireland, both north and south.

TRADE NEEDS STABILITY TO FLOURISH
NIALL MURRAY, MANAGING DIRECTOR, TOPLINE TRACTAMOTORS LTD, DUBLIN ROAD, CAVAN, SHARES HIS INSIGHTS ON 
THE PARTICULAR PRESSURES THAT BREXIT PLACES ON BUILDERS MERCHANTS LOCATED IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE 
BORDER.

Currency fluctuation definitely presents serious challenges for builders merchants and hardware stores in Cavan and 
surrounding border counties. Last year we saw a dramatic example of the serious impact that it can have on our businesses. 
From June 2016, our turnover trended down and our margins were under intense pressure. Northern Ireland builders 
merchants were able to offer discounts of up to 18% over the three months from August to October to our customers, 
without a loss of margin.
To compensate for tougher competition, we have tightened our margins, and are working with progressive suppliers who 
have been able to give us some price support.

2017 AND BEYOND
It is very important for us to work with progressive suppliers who can and do react to market conditions. We are fortunate 
to be members of the Amalgamated Buying Group (Topline). Their buyers have been a big help in negotiating price supports 
with suppliers. They are also helping us to plan and run events in the store to give customers a reason to shop local. 
Individual business merchants cannot react quickly enough to precipitous swings in currency. As the Brexit negotiations 
continue over the next 2 years, it will be important for our Government to give businesses a heads up on any potential areas 
of concern, particularly where tariffs might be introduced or divergent legislation might be being considered which could 
have an impact on trade. The market will even out over time. The biggest challenge for us will be riding it out intact.

AVOIDING A HARD BORDER
From a social, political and economic point of view, the return of a hard border would be a disaster. The Good Friday 
Agreement has brought normalcy to trading north and south of the border. Businesses operating in border counties 
definitely do not want a return to the long queues at border posts, and the associated paperwork and tariffs which increase 
hassle and operating costs considerably. This is an important commitment for our Government to keep. 
This commitment is vital to north/south trade in general. A hard border encourages smuggling and black market activity, 
which adversely affects legitimate trade. We need a stable rate of exchange between the Euro and Sterling which, in turn, 
levels the playing field for all. It will also be important for the Government to be conscious of not allowing a divergence 
between regulations north and south. One recent example is the devastating effect that the application of a carbon tax 
south of the border has had on coal, briquette and peat sales.
The Norwegian border control model, where cross border loads can be registered electronically, would be more desirable 
than physical border posts. This model would require additional Customs and Excise resources to insure compliance and 
discourage black market activity.
I hope the Taoiseach listens to the business community and that he takes a leadership role in the negotiations with the EU to 
secure a special designation for the whole island of Ireland. Trade will flourish with stability.

“THE OVERARCHING 
PRIORITY MUST BE THAT WE 

FIND A SOLUTION WHICH 
ENSURES THAT WE MAINTAIN 

FREE TRADE.”
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Autonomy and product mix 
drive Hafele success
HAI CEO, Annemarie Harte, travelled to Kilcoole, Co. Wicklow to meet 
with Mick Smith, Managing Director of Hafele, the third member of the 
Smith family to take charge of the manufacturer and supplier’s UK and 
Ireland division.

Hafele supply all the components that hold furniture 
together. A typical customer would be a family-run kitchen 
company, and judging by the size of this year’s catalogue 
(which I couldn’t carry in one hand) that is no small 
business. When you consider that they are suppliers to flat-
pack furniture makers, it gives you an indication of the scale 
of product that the business supplies and manufactures.

Meeting Mick Smith with his soft Bristol accent, you’d find 
it hard to believe that he has been living in Ireland since the 
mid-80s. Now a resident of Gorey, he enjoys a stress-free 
daily drive up the N11 to Hafele Ireland’s base in Kilcoole, 
Co. Wicklow. Mick is the third member of the Smith family 

to manage the UK and Ireland division of the German-
headquartered international manufacturer and supplier of 
furniture fittings and architectural hardware. The family run 
business has a worldwide turnover of €1.3 billion and is still 
family-run, almost 100 years later. 
The EU headquarters gives the UK and Ireland division the 
scope to respond to the dynamics of the local customer bases. 
According to Mick: “Communication with the parent company 
is very relaxed, there is total autonomy to work in your own 
market and very little interference.” It makes a refreshing 
change to hear that customers in Ireland are handled with 
such care and individuality especially in a market that is still in 
recovery.

Hafele seeks to constantly find new and exciting products for its customers.
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To hell and back
When Hafele moved into its premises in Kilcoole in the late ‘90s, 
there was plenty of room to expand, and expand they did. They 
added a warehouse in 2007 as the boom continued to test stock 
turnaround and customer service levels. And then? “We went to 
hell and back,” says Mick, recalling that year. The collapse of the 
economy meant that when the warehouse was finished, there 
was no need for it, he said. 
The recession hit hard, from a staff of 60+, numbers went 
down to the mid-30s. Every department was downsized, most 
of Hafele’s customers dived into new build. Eventually, the 
day came in September of that year, when they were left with 
masses of stock with no business and prices through the floor. 
The company’s response was to open satellite showroom stores 
in Santry, Cork and Belfast with walk-in trade counters. The 
strategy worked and, today, there is approximately €50,000 to 
€100,000 worth of stock in each showroom and the displays 
exhibits all fixtures and fittings in situ in the kitchen.

Innovative appliances
The company’s product range has proven to be a core strength 
of the business. For example, Hafele supplies Smeg and 
Gorenje home appliances, both brands that place a huge 
emphasis on energy efficiency and power saving. Smeg 
operates in line with sustainability criteria, from the selection 
of eco-compatible suppliers to the use of recyclable packaging. 
Gorenje has won numerous awards for design, ease-of-use and 
environmental sensitivity and many of its appliances come with 
five-year guarantees.
Hafele offers a selection of waste disposal units which can be 
retro-fitted to almost any sink, allowing you to tip all your organic 
waste down the sink and watch it vanish. Anything except the 

largest of meat bones can be dealt with by these units. Mick 
notes that they are perfectly safe and also work with septic 
tanks. 
Once you have this product in your kitchen, Mick says, you will 
wonder how you ever managed without it. Despite the fact that 
they are not cheap, Mick says that they pay for themselves over 
a few years by reducing the user’s waste charges.

On tap
Hafele also offers a wide range of instant boiling water taps 
from many of the leading brand names in this sector. A kettle 
is the most inefficient appliance you have in your kitchen, as 
well as being one of the most expensive to run, Mick notes. You 
always boil more water than you need. You frequently forget 
you’ve boiled it and so have to switch the kettle back on. An 
instant boiling tap allows you to have a tank full of boiling water 
available all day for a running cost of just a couple of cents. You 
will also save power when cooking (no more waiting for pots to 
boil) and it’s ideal for cleaning. 
The renovations market in Ireland has been a boon for the 
business and Mick foresees steady growth over the next few 
years. Commenting on the Irish market today, Mick says: “It’s a 
nicer place to be. Confidence is back, but the easy finance isn’t 
there as it was in the past.”
As far as Brexit is concerned and assessing what it’s impact will 
be on the UK and Irish economies, Mick believes we’ll have to 
wait and see. In Mick’s view, the challenge for Hafele will remain 
the same – across its enormous product range it must continue 
to find new and exciting products for its customers.

If you have a story to tell as a 
supplier or manufacturer in the Irish 
market, please contact Annemarie 
on 01 298 0969 or 
annemarie@hardwareassociation.ie 
for more information.

The Hafele headquarters in Ireland is based in Kilcoole, Co Wicklow.

Smeg appliances are available from Hafele.
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Gold standard
Commitment to customers drives Co-Op SuperStores Carrigaline success
Dairygold is an organisation rooted in tradition but that 
doesn’t stop it embracing the latest retailing practices and 
concepts when it comes to its Co-Op SuperStores outlets
Dairygold Co-Op SuperStores Carrigaline store serves a broad 
customer base in Carrigaline itself, in the surrounding localities 
which include Douglas, Rochestown, Crosshaven, Myrtleville 
and also Cork City. The store has something for everyone in 
the community. From Stoves and Coal to Lawnmowers and 
Electrical Appliances, they have become a destination for all 
things Farm, Home and Garden. Eamon Kelleher,
Store Manager, spoke to The Hardware Journal about the store’s 
enduring relationship with its customers and how it holds on to, 
and grows, its diverse customer base. Eamon says that key to 
the stores success is the diverse range of customers spanning 
both urban and rural including farmers, builders, tradesmen, 
DIYers, gardeners and home owners. Of course, a big part of 
the Carrigaline store’s identity is based on its Co-Op heritage 
and it retains a close relationship with its farmer customers, 

the majority of which are known on a first name basis. There is 
a strong bond with local farming families, Eamon says. “It’s a 
connection with customers that goes back generations. These 
families grandparents and great grandparents have also been 
loyal customers. We have a detailed understanding of these 
customers’ needs and strive to always fulfil their seasonal 
requirements. 

Broad appeal
While traditionally rooted in farming, Co-Op SuperStores 
Carrigaline now caters for the whole community. The beautifully 
laid out store carries a comprehensive range of DIY including top 
brand power tools and hand tools, paint, electrical, stoves, solid 
fuel, home furnishings, workwear and petcare as well as a 4,000 
sq. ft. fully covered garden centre. The store constantly seeks 
to grab customer attention and very much understand the ever 
changing needs of customers. 
They have two big sales during the year which they have 

Eamon Kelleher, Store Manager, Co-Op SuperStores, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.
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become synonymous with, their Spring and Autumn sales. The 
Carrigaline store recently held its annual Spring launch with 
Cork’s RED FM broadcasting live from the store. According 
to Eamon: “The Spring range was showcased on the day and 
we had some terrific one-day only offers, a lot of our suppliers 
attended and demonstrated the more technical products such 
as power washers and lawnmowers and Ronseal showed 
customers how to revamp a shed or patio set with their 
stunning 2017 range of garden colours. 
“Our garden centre is very much the realm of our horticulturist, 
Jason Fitzpatrick. Jason takes great pride in offering customers 
a top quality range of Irish-grown plants and now more than 
ever customers really appreciate expert advice when investing 
in their gardens. From railway sleepers and paving slabs to 
colourful plants, pots and compost, the garden centre offers 
everything a customer might need to re-vamp their garden.”

THE DAIRYGOLD STORE NETWORK
Co-Op SuperStores are the retail division of Dairygold Co-Operative Society Ltd which now operates 39 retail stores across 
Munster stretching across counties Cork, Limerick, Tipperary and Clare. In addition to being Munster’s largest supplier of 
farm inputs, the stores offer an extensive range of building supplies, DIY, paint, fuel, electrical, household, garden, petcare 
and workwear.
Agri-sales advisors based within the stores offer technical support and advice to farmers from all areas of agriculture, 
including dairy, drystock and tillage. The stores’ retail staff work in conjunction with field sales teams to handle technical 
queries and quotations.

All the flowers and plants in the Co-Op SuperStore’s fully-
covered garden centre are sourced in Ireland.
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Recovery takes hold
Eamon notes: “Last year was a tough year for our farmer 
customer as the milk price was at its lowest for a long time and 
spending was certainly down but we continued to focus on 
what our customer is looking for – quality, reputable brands and 
value for money. We kept our eye to the small opportunities as 
they came along, having a positive approach to challenges as 
they arose. 

“A good example of this is the introduction of the smoky fuel 
ban. Fuel is a huge part of our business here in Carrigaline so it 
certainly affected us but we embraced the challenges early on. 
We broadened the spectrum of smokeless fuel that we offered 
and we offered customers expert advice on smokeless fuels 
as well as free samples to try and what we thought was a risk 
turned out to be a massive opportunity.”

POSITIVE RESULTS
Limerick man Eamon Kelleher studied business 
at the Institute of Technology Tralee, going on to 
work with two iconic names in Irish business, 
initially working with Super Valu and the 
Garvey group, before joining Dairygold 12 years 
ago. “It’s great to work with a brand name as 
well recognised as Dairygold and to see the 
positive results of their commitment to the 
locality and the region. One of the aspects of 
the Co-Op SuperStore that gives me the most 
satisfaction is our commitment to stocking as 
much Irish-sourced product as possible.”

IN-STORE SERVICES AT 
CARRIGALINE
Eamon believes that added value services are important in
winning and holding on to customers. Co-Op SuperStores offers a
wide range of such services including:

• Full Covered Garden 
Centre

• Instore Horticulturist
• Dedicated Agri Counter
• Agri Experts
• Paint Expert
• Paint Mixing

• Stove Expert
• Building Expert
• Drive-Through Fuel 

Service
• Credit Facility
• Loyalty Bonus Scheme
• Delivery Service

Agri-sales advisors based within the stores offer technical support and advice.
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HAI CEO Annemarie Harte paid a visit to the new Bunnings store in St 
Albans to see what new ideas the Australian hardware store giant is 
bringing to the UK market.

Store 
transformations 
- disruption in 
bricks and mortar

The very first thing that struck me when I drove into the car park 
at the new Bunnings store in St Albans is that the building was 
totally wrapped with their branding, an unusual sight given that 
the big players in the home improvement market usually have a 
single large sign that you might be desperately trying to find off 
a motorway or in a busy retail park. 

It was interesting to see the slogan ‘Lowest Prices Are Just 
The Beginning’ emblazoned across the front hoarding of the 
store. Last summer, the UK Intellectual Property Office (IPO) 
refused the company’s application to register its strapline for 
use in the UK. On top of this, Bunnings’ lowest price claims 
were also recently at the centre of controversy in New Zealand, 
where Bunnings were alleged to have indulged in “misleading 

advertising”. I’m getting the feeling that Bunnings are entering 
the market to shake it up…

Training time
It’s important to bear in mind that the transformation from 
Homebase to Bunnings has doubled the number of staff in the 
store and the training time devoted to the ‘team members’ 
is phenomenal in hardware terms (further underlining the 
importance of investment in your people, a key lesson for 
everyone in the hardware business and one I echo in my CEO’s 
message (see page 3). So, it was encouraging not to encounter 
the basket-holding wooden robot who might greet me in a 
place similar to this, instead getting a warm smile and greeting 
from not one, but two, unobtrusive team members further into 
the store who made me feel welcome and reassured that they 
were on hand if required. Greeters aside, I had entered a kind 
of home improvers’ paradise, no tat and all focus. I recalled 
the performance of the Focus DIY chain from my time living in 
Birmingham; where it stumbled, Bunnings are getting it right.
Walking the store, it is clear to see that Bunnings have total 
conviction in the approach that has served them so well in 
their home market. The store delivers strong first impressions 
on price, range and stock depth – in retail terms it is bursting 
at the seams. It was quite mesmerizing – well-stocked aisles, 
a dolly mixture of choice and items for all budgets. It had an 
overall feeling of ‘family friendliness’, providing a Hardware 
Café and children’s play area, as well as a Community Notice 
Board, which promised upcoming product demos on Saturdays, 
although rumours of sizzling sausages on arrival were grossly 
exaggerated as none were to hand (or mouth) on my visit.

Beyond the DIYer
Where the first department on site in many of the old 
Homebase stores was homewares (e.g. candles, cushions, 
mirrors), this category has been abandoned in favour of 

The store’s DIY workshop schedule.
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traditional DIY categories, especially tools. The tool corral has 
a huge range of both hand and power tools that are not just 
aimed at the DIYer. Judging by some of the high price points 
and brands, Bunnings is serious in targeting the trade customer. 
I counted 35 different (standard) saws (by comparison a typical 
Homebase now has approximately 20 and pre-Bunnings 
Homebase would have stocked a lot less) and I counted 22 
(standard) hammers (approximately 14 in a typical Homebase). 
The tool corral was strongly supported with branded supplier 
presence interacting with customers.
The store is true to its warehouse roots, with a no-frills, low-
cost approach. The initial impression (low price, promotional 
dumpstacks with handwritten prices at the entrance, the 
warehouse racking, the tool corral, banners highlighting brands 
stocked) reinforces range and price authority. Unlike many of its 
competitors (and the old Homebase) there is nothing in the way 
of visual imagery and inspiration.
While the overall departmental signage is clear, there is very 
limited ‘in bay’ navigation and the lack of point of sale material to 
help customers choose products means that several categories 
are difficult for customers to shop. For the regular DIYer with 
a large project to complete this may not be an issue. But, I 

wonder if this approach will limit the appeal to the occasional 
DIYer just popping in to pick up one or two items, even if the 
increase in staff numbers can help address this.
As I made my way out of the store, I had to smile as I noticed 
a team briefing was in full swing, the manager reminding team 
members about greeting customers and special offers in-store. 
It was pleasing to see Bunnings’ emphasis on customer service. 

This article was prepared with the assistance of mdj2 associates. Mdj2 are 
a consultancy focused on the retail and consumer sectors. All the team have 
worked in senior roles in the DIY and Home Improvement sector and they have 
completed numerous consulting projects for major DIY retailers and suppliers.

FACT FILE: BUNNINGS 
ST ALBANS
TOTAL SIZE: More than 67,000 sq. ft (6,000 sq. metres).
RANGE: Over 30,000 lines.
STORE FEATURES: Indoor children’s playground, café, 
timber cutting, garden centre, colour wall and engraving 
and key cutting services.
TOTAL TRAINING TIME: Over 3,000 hours (50+ hours 
training per team member).
NEW JOBS CREATED: 30 new full and part-time roles 
created, taking the total team members to 68 (almost 
double the workforce of the previous Homebase store).
EXPERTISE: Team members’ previous experience includes 
ex-plumber, ex-electrician, builder, landscape gardener 
and painter and decorator, with experts ‘owning their own 
aisle’.
ACTIVITY ORGANISER: Dedicated team member 
responsible for community involvement activity and in-
store workshop programme.

Bunnings are looking to shake up the UK market. The Hardware Café.

NEW FORMAT B&Q
On the way back up the M1 from St Albans, 
Annemarie Harte stopped off in Milton Keynes to visit 
the new format B&Q store.
Truth be told, there was nothing that instantly 
hit me as ‘new’. I didn’t find anything noticeably 
different other than a character-less café and faceless 
customer service in the form of a PC and telephone 
as a Customer Help Point. Help indeed! 
B&Q’s first high street shop will be opening its doors 
in March in London, as it breaks away from its 25 
year old ‘category killer’ warehouse strategy, it will 
be interesting to see how they approach this format 
where several have gone and failed.

B&Q’s Customer Help Point.
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The Hardware 
Show 2017 sets 
new standards for 
industry’s main event
More than 2,000 people visiting from hardware stores and builders 
merchants attended the Hardware Show 2017 in March.
This year’s show attracted the largest attendance in its 
history with deals in excess of 120 million reportedly taking 
place over the course of the two days. 
Hosting more than 160 exhibitors, the Show focused on 
four key product areas; home, garden, build, and hardware/
DIY -- categories mirroring the commercial layout and 
content of Ireland’s most-successful merchant stores. 

Confidence regained
Speaking at the opening of the trade show, Annemarie Harte, 
CEO of Hardware Association Ireland (HAI) said the record 
attendance reflected a period of confidence and growth in the 
sector: “After a bruising recession, the impact of which is still 

being felt among many DIY retailers and builders merchants 
outside of Dublin, the sector is regaining confidence. Last year 
was a solid-performing year, with our monthly HAI Business 
Index showing a 10% increase in revenue among hardware/DIY 
retailers and builders merchants, compared to 2015.” 
While retailers and merchants remain cautious, the HAI CEO 
noted, the first morning of the Hardware Show 2017 was 
marked by strong trading, with many exhibitors experiencing 
brisk sales and huge interest. She commented: “A real area 
of interest this year is digital e-commerce sales, with a focus 
on practical demonstrations and business upskilling that will 
benefit hardware retailers and builders merchants. The addition 
of Google’s Garage and similar demonstration zones were really 

Walk this way: the Hardware Show 2017 attracted over 2,000 visitors.
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well received, and, as an association, we’re keen to help our 
members address skills and knowledge gaps around online 
business to help them compete with the bigger brands and 
international franchises who really dominate online.”

Innovation showcase
A defining objective of The Hardware Show is to showcase new 
product innovation to retailers and merchants. On the eve of the 
Show (Saturday, 4th March), the winners of the Hardware Show 
2017 Innovations Awards were announced at the President’s Ball 
held at Clayton Hotel, Burlington Road, Dublin.
This year’s shortlist of new innovations was judged by a 
Dragons’ Den-style panel of industry experts and buyers, led 
by one of the original stars of Dragons’ Den, Bobby Kerr. His 
team of judges were: Peter O’Donovan, Purchasing Manager 
– Retail, Glanbia; Denis Cronin, Head Retail Buyer, Dairygold; 
Paddy Kingham, Managing Director, Daly Bros N/E Ltd; and Gary 
Craven, Regional Manager (ROI), Murdock Builders Merchants. 
HAI CEO, Annemarie Harte, explained: “These awards work to 
assist retailers and merchants in sourcing new and innovative 
products and services for their stores.”
The overall Innovation Award-winner was Irish-owned company, 
Solus, for its XCross Filament LED bulb.  
The category winners were:
• Home: Solus for its XCross Filament LED bulb; 
• Garden: Hygeia for its Greenforce Lawn Gold, an organic 

based lawn fertilizer;
• Build: Botament for its RD1 Universal product, a multi-

functional reactive sealant; and
• Hardware/DIY: DS Supplies for its Trojan Combi-One floor 

profile. 

The following companies were highly commended:
• Home: SME Sales for its Bemis Sta-Tite fitting system;
• Garden: Ames True Temper for its Dual Tine Leaf Rake. 

Build: Metabo for its Cordless Angle Grinder; and
• Hardware/DIY: Fleetwood Paints for its Prestige Matt 

Paint.

The Hardware Education Hub
HAI hosted an intensive training and education hub which ran all 
day through both days of the show. The extensive list of expert 
speakers who participated in the Hub was indicative of HAI’s 
commitment to providing its members with the finest levels of 
business support. With a dedicated enclosed space at the heart 
of the Show, visitors could drop in anytime in the course of both 
days to hear informed insights on a range of topics from human 
resources to construction product regulations. 
With 26 years’ experience in HR, Tommy Smyth, a frequent 
contributor to The Hardware Journal, was the opening 
speaker at the Hub on both days. His talk focused on the 
essential elements that a builders merchant should take into 

Lunchtime at the Hardware Education Hub featured two 
inspirational speakers: top performance coach and all-round 
hardware and merchanting retail guru, Alf Dunbar, on Sunday; 
and consumer and shopper behaviouralist, Ken Hughes, on 
Monday.
Alf Dunbar gave Hub visitors a rousing run-through of key 
customer service principles including one obvious but often 
omitted step – the importance of smiling at customers. 
The following day, Ken Hughes used his trademark blend of 
consumer psychology, social anthropology and behavioural 
economics to explain why shoppers buy and how you can 
encourage them to buy more. Both speakers proved popular, 
providing lunchtime visitors to the Hub with equal helpings of 
entertainment and insight.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

Managing Director, Robert Massey with Bostik Brand Ambassador and Ironman,
Bryan McCrystal, and the Bostik team at the Show.

He knows the drill: the secrets of the Metabo power tool were revealed at the
Demonstration Zone during the Show.

At full throttle: Alf Dunbar
during his presentation at the
Hardware Education Hub.
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consideration in setting up a comprehensive HR file.
One of Ireland’s top social media experts, the energetic Greg 
Fry, offered visitors a host of tips on how to develop an effective 
social media strategy.
Céline Cummins, a Show favourite, returned this year, with, as 
usual, a unique visual presentation that highlighted innovative 
merchandising displays and ideas from around the world and 
from different sectors, all with a view to energizing and adding 
extra visual appeal to store layouts. Her talk illustrated how 
relatively simple ideas can have tremendous impact on footfall 
and purchases. For instance, she showed how simply changing 
the backdrop to a display of handtools from white to black, 
immediately increased the display’s effectiveness and visual 

appeal.
Declan Flood, ‘the Credit Coach’, and a contributor to .The 
Hardware Journal, gave an address that probably had everyone 
in attendance resolve to review their credit management 
practices as soon as they got back from the Show. Highlighting 
some home truths on credit management via 10 top tips, 
Declan reminded visitors to the Hub that the principles of 
credit management are simple but that doesn’t mean they are 
implemented. For instance, he asked, is the payment due date 
clear on all your invoices and statements?
Conor Taaffe, offered another straight-talking presentation, 
“Building Regulations Explained”, highlighting key facets of the 
Construction Product Regulations and the obligations they place 

Innovative training initiatives were highlighted at the Hardware Education Hub on both days of the Show.

ON SUNDAY, Mark Parrish, Managing Director of Cortexa, an e-learning provider to the UK construction industry 
demonstrated the effectiveness of high-quality, supply chain-based interactive learning and its use for individuals in a 
variety of roles, including installer training for manufacturers and skills training for merchant staff.

ON MONDAY, John Newcomb, Managing Director of the Builders Merchants Federation (BMF) in the UK provided 
details of the BMF’s Diploma in Merchanting. The Diploma programme offers managers and trainee managers advanced 
leadership development training, specifically tailored to the needs of builders merchants. The syllabus is arranged 
around the four areas: of Managing People, Managing Yourself, Managing Operations and Managing Resources.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

This year’s event hosted a record-breaking 160 exhibitors.
What would Google do? Show visitors could
find out at the Google Digital Garage.

Child’s play: the Ronseal stand proved popular with visitors of all ages.
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on the shoulders of builders merchants.
The day was brought to a close by Jeff Sheridan, founder and 
Managing Director of Matrix Internet, a leading digital agency 
in Dublin. Free of the hype that too often accompanies digital 
strategy presentations, Jeff’s down-to-earth talk each day 
focused on practical advice about how to design a merchanting 
e-commerce platform that can convert viewers into paying 
customers.

Expanding the Show format
This year saw several significant new ideas introduced to 
the Show format to add real value for visitors. A Skills Zone, 
sponsored by Makita, displayed the expertise of some of 
Ireland’s most skilled young tradespeople in electrical work, 
plumbing, plastering and painting. Metac Training’s stand 
presented visitors with examples of best practice in the use of 
solid fuel and solid fuel appliances, enabling them to assist their 
customers in choosing the correct appliance for their specific 
requirements.
HAI, in association with Intact Software, provided Show 

visitors with the opportunity to have one-on-one, 30-minute 
consultations on how to use technology more effectively 
in managing cashflow, controlling stock and developing 
e-commerce capabilities.
A Demonstration Zone, sponsored by the Hultafors Group, 
provided a platform for manufacturers and suppliers to show an 
array of exciting products across the four signature categories: 
building materials; paint/décor; DIY/ hardware; and plumbing/
bathrooms.
The Show also gave visitors exclusive access to the Google 
Digital Garage throughout both days. At the Garage, visitors 
could avail of one-to-one digital clinics, tailored to all levels of 
digital literacy, and delivered directly by Google’s own experts.
Reviewing the success of the two-day event, the HAI CEO 
Annemarie Harte commented: “The success of the Hardware 
Show 2017 has set a new benchmark for the biggest event in 
the industry’s calendar. Already, we’re looking at how we will 
ensure that the Hardware Show 2019 will match and exceed 
this year’s event in all its aspects.”

Inside the mind of the customer: that’s where Ken
Hughes brought visitors to his lunchtime talk on
Monday, March 6th.
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Annemarie Harte, CEO, HAI and Kieran Burke, President, HAI.

The Skills Zone displayed the expertise of young Irish tradespeople in a range of essential skills including plumbing. 
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Hardware Industry celebrates 
in style at President’s Ball 
The President’s Ball, kicked off the biennial Hardware Show in style on the 
evening of Saturday, 4th March, at its traditional home of the ‘Burlo’ (the 
Clayton Hotel to give it its official name).
The Industry turned out in force for this fun and enjoyable event. 
The formal parts of the evening were the welcoming of HAI’s 
33rd President, Kieran Burke, from the Grafton Group, and the 
presentation of the Innovation Awards to the delighted winners. 
The host for the evening, Bobby Kerr, handled his duties as MC 
with panache and ensured that proceedings ran smoothly and 
efficiently.
Entertainment on the night included magician Rob Hackett, who 

cast a spell on guests at the pre-dinner drinks reception; the 
High Tails, opera singers, who provoked mass napkin-waving 
throughout the venue with one particularly rousing part of their 
performance; and Brass & Co., who had the guests dancing well 
into the small hours. If that wasn’t enough, piano man Maurice 
Culligan was on the ivories in the hotel bar long into Sunday 
morning. It was a hugely entertaining night that no one wanted 
to come to an end.

Guests enjoying the food and the good company at this year’s President’s Ball.

Leading men: HAI President Kieran Burke and host for the evening, Bobby Kerr.
Getting the point: Paddy Kelly, Past President HAI with Hardware Show
featured speaker, Alf Dunbar.

KINDLY SPONSORED BY
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Harmony reigned as The High Tails hit the right notes.

Michael and Linda Norton, Norton’s Peat Sales,
Dublin, with Eddie Scaife, Bord Na Móna. Donal Moulton with Alice and Kevin Ryan from Tucks O’Brien.

 Who better to paint the town red than the guests from Crown Paints? Barry Bishop, Carl Hunt, Jacinta Hunt, Emma Blair and Clarke Blair.
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Combi-One impresses with versatility
The winner in the Hardware/DIY product category in the HAI Innovation 
Awards at this year’s Hardware Show was DS Supplies for its Trojan 
Combi-One floor profile.
“Being shortlisted for one of the HAI Innovation Awards is 
something special, but to win in the Best Hardware/DIY Product 
category is a particular honour,” a spokesperson for DS Supplies. 
“Since introducing the Trojan Combi-One flooring profile in the 
middle of last year, we knew that the product, which ticked so 
many boxes with our customers, would be a success in the 
market. However, there is nothing like the feeling you get when 
you receive an acknowledgement from a panel of your industry 
peers.” 
In front of a five-person judging panel, Derek Doyle and Pat 
McDonnell of DS Supplies described the features and benefits 
of the profile, taking practical and technical questions in their 
stride. The judges were impressed with the profile’s versatility, 
real wood veneer, and environmentally friendly aspect 
underlined by its Forest Stewardship Council certification. 
According to DS Supplies, what makes this profile different 
is its cleverly designed base track which has a patented tilt 
turn system. This allows it to be used for a wide range of floor 
transitions (7mm to 21mm height differences) for wood to tile or 
laminate to carpet etc., eliminating up to three different reducers 

while also being used as a cover strip.
The Combi-One floor trim is suitable for all wooden floor types; 
solid, semi-solid, engineered and laminate and is supplied in 
one-metre and two-metre lengths. The colour range includes 
Oak, Smoked Oak, Steamed Beech, Limed Oak and Walnut and 
due to popular demand, two grey finishes in a digital print 3D 
effect have recently been added. Interior design trendsetters 
have been praising grey as the ‘new neutral’, DS Supplies note, 
because grey does not overpower other colours which in turn 
makes it versatile to work with as a natural and beige tone. 
 

Combi-One – as a coverstrip.
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Hygeia fertilizer promises top results
The winner in the Garden product category in the HAI Innovation Awards 
at this year’s Hardware Show was Hygeia for its Greenforce Lawn Gold, an 
organic-based lawn fertilizer.
Hygeia is delighted to have received the 
HAI Innovation Award for best garden 
care product at the Hardware Show 
2017. A small Irish, company based 
in Oranmore, Co. Galway, Hygeia is 
passionate about the company’s garden 
care. The award winning product is one 
of their latest ranges, GreenForce Lawn 
Gold, an organic-based, three-step lawn 
care programme to keep lawns healthy, 
green and moss-free all year round.
Applying Lawn Gold Classic in spring, 
Lawn Gold Summer Green in summer 
and Lawn Gold Winter Protect in autumn 
will ensure lawns stay healthy, vibrant 
and moss-free throughout the changing 
seasons, according to Hygeia.
A Hygeia spokesperson explained that: 
“trial research has proven that Lawn 
Gold not only achieves the best lawn 

care results for colouration, moss 
removal and soil health, but that the 
level of micro-organisms present in 
the soil was far higher after treatment 
compared to competitor products or 
untreated soil.
“As GreenForce Lawn Gold contains 
no harmful chemicals, it is child-safe, 
pet-safe and will not turn moss black, 

so there’s no need to rake it out, Hygeia 
explains. Using slow release technology, 
it delivers the perfect nutrient and 
mineral balance at the right time of the 
year to optimise lawn health while, at 
the same time, addressing and stopping 
both moss and weed infestation. 
Remember - the best defence against 
moss and weeds is a healthy lawn!”

HAI Innovation Awards

• Child safe and pet safe
• No need to rake out
• Made in Ireland

SPRING 
APPLICATION

SUMMER 
APPLICATION

M A M J J A S O

LAWN GOLD 
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M J J A

LAWN GOLD  
SUMMER 
GREEN

Perfect Lawns Made Easy

ORGANIC BASED 
LAWNCARE PROGRAMME
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LAWN GOLD  
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PROTECT

Tel: 091-794722   I   Email: info@hygeia.ie   I   www.mygardenexpert.com
The best defence against moss 
and weeds is a healthy lawn

NOVEMBER to MARCH

PRE-TREAT
for heavy moss infested lawns

AUTUMN 
APPLICATION

M4533 HP1 Advert Irish Garden.indd   1 20/03/2017   10:35

The award-
winning 
range from 
Hygeia.
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Steady growth in global DIY market
The Global Home Improvement Report for 2016 was recently published by Fediyma (the European Federation of DIY Manufacturers). 
The report provides an overview of the global DIY market including the market sizes, evolution of these markets over the last few 
years, main DIY national markets, national average DIY expenditure per capita and a focus on European DIY markets. Over this edition 
and the next couple of editions of The Hardware Journal, we will look at different aspects of the report.
In this edition, we look at the evolution in value of the Global DIY market over the period from 2011 which shows some stagnation 
between 2012 and 2013 but steady growth over more recent years. We also take a look at the average DIY spend and the countries 
that love their home improvements.
North America dominated DIY sales in 2015 (see Tables 1 and 2 and ‘Top 8 Countries’ below). It accounted for 57% of the global 
market, with Western Europe delivering 26% of global sales, 9% in the Asia/Pacific region and between 2% and 3% making up the 
individual shares of Eastern Europe, Latin America and Africa/Middle East.

COMPARED GROWTH RATES, DIY MARKET AND GDP
2011-2015 2014-2015

North America +20% +5%

Africa/Middle East +15% +8%

Western Europe +2% +2%

Latin America +1% +6%

Asia/ Pacific -1% +1%

Eastern Europe -5% +3%

Table 1: The North American market has shown phenomenal growth, along with strong growth in Africa/Middle East, while the markets in Western Europe, Latin 
America, Asia/Pacific and Eastern Europe experienced peaks and troughs.

DIY’S TOP 8 COUNTRIES
The top eight countries in the world account for 83% of the worldwide market:

USA at €275 billion Germany at €37 billion Japan at €31 billion Canada at €30 billion

AVERAGE SPEND ON DIY

Average spend in €

North America 854

Western Europe 336

Africa/ Middle East 77

Eastern Europe 55

Latin America 41

Asia/ Pacific 34

Table 2: The average spend on DIY or home improvement per capita is again hugely distorted by the enthusiasm of the North American market, which leads the way 
by a long shot. 
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UK at €28 billion France at €21 billion Australia at €14 billion Italy at €11 billion

GLOBAL DIY MARKET EVOLUTION

COMPARED GROWTH RATES, DIY MARKET AND GDP

1BILLION

2011 2012

2012

GLOBAL GDP

3%

488

510 510

523

540

2% 2% 2% 2%

3%

0.2%

4% GLOBAL DIY MARKET

2013 2014 2015

2013 2014 2015

GDP: Current International $/ Source: IMF. Global DIY Market: €/Fediyma estimate.
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Protect your business 
against online fraud 
In 2016, €41 billion was spent on debit and credit cards issued in Ireland. 
A total of €13.2 billion or 32% of this was spent online. With the internet 
providing consumers with a particularly convenient way to shop, greater 
selection and ease of price comparison, this figure is likely to continue 
growing, writes Erica McKinney, Financial Crime and Security, Banking & 
Payments Federation Ireland.
Overall, fraud on card payments is relatively low – amounting 
to under €30 million or 8 cent in every €100 in 2015. 
However, notably, circa 70% of this fraud occurred in a ‘card 
not present environment’, i.e. when the card was being used 
remotely for internet, phone or mail order shopping. While 
the internet provides consumers with a convenient way 
to shop, it also provides criminals with a lower risk way to 
attempt card fraud.

Remote payment
Retailers are posed with a challenge: for most 
businesses, offering a remote payment or 
e-commerce option is now essential but 
without the card and cardholder present, 
how does the retailer know the transaction 
is genuine? If a transaction is fraudulent, 
the retailer can have a double loss – the 
loss of the goods sold and of the payment 
amount.
It is important that retailers who accept cards 
remotely familiarise themselves with the 
risks involved and with measures by which 
they can mitigate these risks. Before 
offering customers the option to pay by 
internet, mail or phone, it is essential to have the correct 
agreement in place with your card processor or acquirer, 
who will also advise on specific card not present risks and 
on tools and techniques which can be utilised when selling 
remotely, to build up a profile of the customer, authenticate 
the cardholder and ensure payment is received securely. 

A more secure environment
One such tool, which creates a more secure environment and 
helps retailers to minimise online fraud losses, is 3D Secure. 
Recent advances in the implementation of 3D Secure provide 
for an improved cardholder and retailer experience which 
is seamless to the cardholder in many cases. Ensuring that 
your payment application is secure and meets Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS) is also important. 

The following are some other steps retailers can take to protect 
against online fraud. 
1. Always check the credentials of new customers, particularly 

if placing a high value first order or making multiple orders 
in a short timeframe. 

2. Be particularly careful if the goods purchased are of a high 
value and easily re-saleable as this makes them more likely 
targets for fraudsters.

3. Be wary of unusually large or high value 
orders or orders that are being delivered to 

countries you would not normally do business 
with. 
4. Obtain a landline number where 
possible because mobile numbers may not be 
verifiable.
5. Be cautious of rush orders, rush 
collections or last minute changes in delivery 
address. Criminals often create a time 

pressure so that you do not have time to carry 
out normal checks. 

6. Check records of previous orders for 
anomalies or suspicious trends. Watch out 
for the same card number being used with 
different delivery addresses, the same 

delivery address/contact number being used with different 
card numbers or orders that don’t make sense e.g., much 
larger or more frequent orders than you would typically 
expect.

7. Check the delivery address is valid. The electoral register 
can be helpful in this regard for personal customers and 
business directories for business customers. Deliveries to 
PO boxes should be avoided. 

8. If a purchaser calls to collect the goods in person, ask to 
see the card that was used in the purchase. Collections by 
taxi, courier or other third parties are not recommended.

Finally, ensure all staff, including those on temporary or part-
time cover are familiar with what to watch out for. You can find 
more information including downloadable training documents on 
the following links: www.bpfi.ie/customer-assist/business-
customers/reduce-card-not-present-risk/; and
www.bpfi.ie/customer-assist/business-customers/fraud-
prevention-publications/

Erica McKinney, Financial Crime and Security,
Banking & Payments Federation Ireland.
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In tune with your customers
Music is a key, if underrated element in a store’s retail identity, writes Eoin 
Long, founder and managing director of LKM Music & Media Ltd.
The appropriate music has the potential to put people in the 
right mood, define the store’s image, attract customers and 
increase sales opportunities and revenue. 
Below are six reasons as to why implementing a music 
strategy can be beneficial to your business:

1. Building the right atmosphere – create and enhance 
the quality of the shopping experience;

2. Setting the shoppers pace – speed, rhythm and 
volume affect the pace of the customer flow;

3. Encouraging people to shop – certain types of music 
can act as a trigger for specific purchases;

4. Increasing productivity – scientific studies conducted 
on this topic indicate that staff are more 
productive when good music is playing;

5. Differentiating your brand – establishing 
your own identity is essential to growth 
and long-term success; and,

6. Creating a private space for 
customers – music can be used 
to mask sounds of voices and 
movements.

From a customer perspective, the 
essence of a visit to any retail store 
is the same, whether it’s a hardware 
store or a fashion store; the customer 
enters with a specific purchase in 
mind or to browse and contemplate 
future purchases. The aim is to convert 

customers, who know what they want, into multiple purchase 
customers and to make the potential customer a confirmed 

one. 
From the moment customers enter your store, you have 

several merchandising options to inspire their purchases 
and mindset and none superior to sound. Visual 
merchandising can be overpowering and blocked out 
by a consumer whereas music is singular and constant 
and its ability to alter the mood is greater than any 
other medium that affects the atmosphere, along with 

lighting. 
The crucial element of designing music for any brand 
or store is to know the target demographic and what 

they listen to, what makes them shop and what 
makes them leave. You can then design a 
music profile and schedule that is unique 
to each store and its target customers. The 
music should be reflective of the brand 
but also match the customer footfall, be it 
a home DIYer, a female shopper or trade 
customer. 
Having the appropriate music can 
be of benefit in every conceivable 
circumstance. I have never heard of 
anyone leaving a store because the 
music was too good.
Contact Jim Copeland on 01 298 0969 
or 
jim@hardwareassociation.ie for more 
details about LKM Music and Media. 
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DUAL MUSIC LICENCE OR NOT?
The Irish Music Rights Organisation Limited (IMRO), through an agency arrangement with Phonographic Performance Ireland 
Limited (PPI), has introduced a new system of music licensing for business. Since 1st January, 2016, under this arrangement 
IMRO administers the granting of copyright music licences, collection of royalties, and related activities on behalf of both 
organisations. This new arrangement for businesses in Ireland enables them to obtain both the IMRO and PPI copyright music 
licences through a single contract, receive a single invoice, make a single royalty payment, and liaise with a single licensing 
body. Hardware Association Ireland has sourced a supplier of non-copyright music with specially designed playlists from three 
music libraries: Copyright, Royalty Free and Sound Alike; these could provide the right atmosphere in your premises. They also 
provide a complete, professionally recorded advert service or, if you prefer, you can record your own in-store advertisements 
from the comfort of your own office. Contact Jim Copeland on 01 2980969 for more details .

COMPLEX ISSUE
At the end of January, HAI visited the solicitor who dealt with the case of the hardware shop (Smyths, Mullingar) who took 
action against PPI a couple of years back. A member retailer, Skerries Hardware, came with us as they too are challenging PPI’s 
collection of fees. The solicitor clarified in no uncertain terms that the Association as an entity cannot take a case as we don’t 
directly receive invoice charges from IMRO/PPI. This is just one of the reasons why it’s quite complicated and the advice was 
quite clear that each business has to be considered on its own circumstances – some are successful in challenging, others 
aren’t.

Eoin Long, Founder and Managing
Director, LKM Music and Media Ltd.
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Repak is a ‘for-purpose’ organisation set up by industry in 1997. 
With the aim of helping its hardware members to comply with 
EU packaging waste legislation. If your hardware business has 
a turnover of greater than €1 million and places 10 tonnes, or 
more of, packaging on the Irish market, Repak can help you with 
your obligation to fund recycling in Ireland. Since the formation 
of Repak, Ireland has grown packaging recycling from around 
15%, at that time, to 70% today.
However, Repak doesn’t just promote recycling, it also 
encourages the optimisation of packaging through its free 
Prevent and Save Programme. 
According to Repak, its Packaging Technology team is the leader 
in packaging optimisation and is dedicated to delivering major 
savings for Repak members.

Cost reductions
Brian Walsh, Repak’s Packaging Technologist, explains: “Our 
team work directly with industry to deliver programmes that 
reduce the amount of packaging placed onto the Irish market by 
our members. By optimising packaging, your hardware business 
could see a reduction in packaging and packaging waste costs. 
If you manufacture hardware or construction products, you may 
even see lower energy bills when running certain packaging 
equipment. It can also provide you with an opportunity to 
innovate by using equivalent lighter weight packaging 
technologies”.
Repak’s Prevent and Save Programme can provide 
members of the hardware sector with: 
a) a free packaging optimisation survey at your 
premises. By analysing all types of packaging, 
flowing both into and out of a company, and 
by examining product (primary), grouped 
(secondary) and transport (tertiary) 
packaging, Repak’s packaging team 
can find ways of optimising hardware 
packaging systems as a whole, so that 
your business can achieve the best use of 
available resources. This, in turn, helps to 
reduce the overall amount of packaging your 
hardware business places on the Irish market. 
Whether you manufacture hardware or 
construction products, or simply own a 
hardware store, Repak can also have a 
quick look at your existing waste 
management practices 
and 

make some suggestions that could save money on your waste-
bills; 
b) a free confidential report on packaging and waste management optimisation. 
After completing the on-site survey, Repak will provide you with 
a detailed technical report. This report guides your company 
through the opportunities you have to improve your packaging 

systems and reduce packaging waste. Repak will follow 
up with you where you need any assistance; and, 

c) ongoing updates on packaging optimisation best practice. 
The Prevent and Save section of the Repak 

website is regularly updated with tips and 
industry case studies showing examples 
of how Repak members are improving 
their packaging systems and reducing 

packaging waste. These publications are 
free-of-charge to Repak members and are 
designed to share best practice amongst 
our members. We are always looking 
for Repak members from the hardware 

sector to participate. For more information 
on Repak’s Prevent and Save Programme 

please visit www.repak.ie/preventandsave. 
For further information on any of the services 

provided by Repak as part of the Prevent and Save 
Programme, contact Brian Walsh or Colm 

Munnelly: prevention@repak.ie or 01 
467 0190.

PREVENT AND SAVE:
HOW IT WORKS
In 2016, Repak invited MacCann & Byrne to participate in 
its Prevent and Save programme. Paschal Marry, Managing 
Director, MacCann & Byrne Ltd commented: “We were 
delighted with the Prevent and Save programme as it had a 
positive effect on the current business environment and has 
made the company look at the future. We have reduced the 
plastic packaging on particular products, which has had no 
impact on our customers. This saving is reducing our carbon 
footprint and also has financial savings. The programme is 
very well implemented and structured, and is non-invasive”. 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Brian Walsh, Packaging
Technologist, Repak.
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Business Support

Optimise your 
packaging with Repak
Repak says it can help hardware retailers and builders merchants manage 
their package waste in compliance with EU legislation.
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The Irish amenity sector consists of hardy nursery stock, 
bedding plants, bulbs, cut flowers/foliage and turf grass grown 
by 244 producers in the sector. Exports of amenity horticulture 
crops were valued at €16 million in 2015 which primarily 
includes nursery stock, Christmas trees, cut foliage and bulbs. 
Meanwhile in Britain, the UK garden market is worth around £5 
billion, (excluding landscaping and amenity sectors). (Garden 
Retail Market Analysis Report 2014).

UK adults spend around £1.5 billion each year on plants for their 
gardens and consumers aged 45-54 are the biggest spenders 
on garden products (excluding plants) by age group (hta.org.uk/
market-information/garden-industry-statistics.html).
The gardening sector continues to flourish thanks to the 
influence of TV gardening programmes and festivals, such as 
Bloom, which inspire consumers to invest in and develop their 
gardens at home.  

Planting seeds of 
success for Irish 
gardening sector
In 2014, Bord Bia research estimated the value of the gardening retail 
market at €631 million. The commercial gardening and landscape market, 
which includes landscape designers and contractors, is an important part 
of this sector (see www.bordbiavantage.ie/market-information/sector-overviews/horticulture/).
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Decked in success

A new 36-page composite deck brochure was recently launched 
by Whiteriver showcasing all its decking products. 
Whiteriver Group believes that the home owner favours a deck 
with a natural look and anti-slip properties, which eliminates the 
need for the annual oil treatment that conventional wood decks 
are known for. 
“Our composite decks are manufactured from 60% wood, 30% 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and 10% additives which 
outperforms other traditional pure wooden and plastic decks,” a 

spokesperson for Whiteriver Group said.
Along with traditional garden decking, Whiteriver Composite 
Decks are used in marinas, swimming pools, seating and 
apartment balconies.  
Described by the company as having extreme durability, natural 
feel and splinter-free composition, Whiteriver believe that 
composite decking has a longer lifespan and saves time and 
money for the consumer. 
At the Hardware Show in March, the company launched a 
new range, Ultrashield Composite Decking. The product is 
manufactured from a capped wood plastic composite which 
boasts a premium shield casing on all four sides.  
According to the company, Ultrashield is an eco-friendly 
alternative, with the warmth and appeal of natural hardwood. 
The product is available in five colours: teak; silver grey; antique; 
walnut; and cedar. 
Whiteriver has recently released a 36-page composite deck 
brochure to the market which showcases the company’s 
decking types and available products.  
“There has been a major swing to composite decking over the 
past number of years and we believe it is a product that should 
be part of every merchant’s programme,” the spokesperson 
added. 
 

Helping hand

ATG gloves available from Keypoint.
ATG design, develop and manufacture work gloves that are 
formulated to provide protection from nicks, scratches, cuts and 
chemical products.  
The company offers four brands that it describes as skin-
friendly, comfortable and highly durable. ATG gloves are the 
only dermatologically-accredited type on the market and are 
recommended by the Skin Health Alliance, according to Irish 
distributor, Keypoint. 
According to the company, the ATG MaxiFlex Ultimate range 
offers 360° breathability due to its patented micro-foam nitrile 
coating.
“Maxiflex has outstanding durability withstanding 18,000 
abrasive cycles per millimetre thanks to the use of the 
DURAtech coating technology,” a Keypoint spokesperson said. 
“Our product is 25% thinner than most foam nitrile gloves on 
the market and offers twice the mechanical performance.” 
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Eye-catching canopies

Retail canopies available from Colm Warren Polyhouses.
Colm Warren Polyhouses Ltd (CWP) provides retail canopies to a 
diverse client base throughout the country. The company’s range 
of products have been used in garden centres, DIY stores, farm 
shops, and walkways, as well as storage and packing areas.  
According to the company, these canopies can lengthen 
customer time spent in-store and assist in creating eye-catching 
feature entrances for retail attractions. The product also serves 
as a protective shield from the elements, sheltering exposed 
stock, while its adaptable structure allows the owner to upgrade 
or expand the canopy. 
The company offers cost-effective structures and claims on 
return investment. 
CWP also supplies and fits retail tables and shelving for plants 
and supplies retailers with Jiffy Retail Packs such as the Jiffy 
Starter Growing Kit, Jiffy Bio-degradable Pots and refill compost 
packs. 
 

Shielding shades

Cuprinol Garden Shades offer wood protection for six years and 
are also suitable for use on brick, stone and terracotta. 
“Cuprinol is sponsoring RTÉ’s Super Garden this year, which will 
involve a new group of designers set to transform five gardens 
around the country with the hope of competing in Bloom this 
summer. Cuprinol will also have a garden at Bloom, which will 
be a vibrant celebration of colour,” a company spokesperson 
said. 

Wood protection

Established in 1991, John Murphy (Castlerea) Ltd has been 
supplying Protim wood preservative to the hardware sector for 
almost a decade.
The company has invested in the product to ensure compliance 
with new Biocidal Products Regulation (BPR) laws, with John 
Murphy (Castlerea) Ltd responsible for direct control of Protim 
manufacturing under license. 
The formulation remains unchanged and is available in a choice 
of green, brown and clear colours. The full range of Protim is 
available in 1L, 2.5L, 5L, and 25L sizes. (continued on page 44)

• No Mud
• No Mess
• No Mowing

• No Weeding
• No Watering
• No Waiting 

Low Maintenance Solutions

Artificial Grass & Hedge Screening
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www.origo.ie
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• ONLINE ORDERING SYSTEM

• TECHNICAL SERVICE SUPPORT

Bosch AFS 23-37 Brush Cutter

The Bosch AFS 23-37 brushcutter removes rough and long 
grass, weeds, nettles, brambles and bushes, according to Irish 
distributor Origo. Users have a choice between the extra-strong 
cutting line spool and metal blade, which can be switched 
without having to remove the safety guard. A spokesperson for 
Origo commented: “With a line-spool cutting radius of 37cm 
and a blade-cutting radius of 23cm, the 1.3 hp equivalent power 
delivers just the right performance to bring order to the garden. 
Thanks to its 950W motor and interchangeable head, the AFS 
23-37 brushcutter is extremely powerful and ideal for removing 
rough and long grass, weeds, nettles, brambles and bushes. 

Use the blade with a cutting radius of 23cm to remove brush 
and scrub, and the extra-strong 3.5mm cutting line spool with a 
radius of 37cm for high grass and weeds. Both are included in 
delivery and can be quickly and easily mounted or switched.”
Also available from Origo is the Bosch AQT 45-14 X High 
Pressure Washer. The Origo spokesperson explains: “The 
new Bosch AQT 45-14 X offers powerful and flexible cleaning. 
The powerful 2,100w motor and specially coordinated nozzles 
combine to enable impressively fast and flexible cleaning 
results. Equipped with comprehensive special accessories for 
even the most stubborn dirt, it gives the user maximum cleaning 
performance at all times.”
The spokesperson added: “The special pump enables the 
high-pressure washer to take water both from the mains and 

The True Temper range.
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from an external source. Large, all-terrain wheels and telescopic 
handle ensure easy handling. This Bosch high pressure washer 
is immediately ready to use thanks to quick-connect fittings and 
accessories integrated into the washer. It has a self-priming 
pump enabling it to take water from a barrel or water butt.”

True tools
True Temper has been supplying the Irish hardware sector with 
construction, gardening and agricultural tools for over 85 years. 
The company recently launched the new True Temper range at 
the Hardware Show in March, which coincided with the global 
rebranding of some of the organisation’s homestead brands, 
complete with new features and benefits and with a fresh look.

Wheels in motion
DS Supplies Ltd stocks a range of Wagner Plant Trolleys, which 
the company claims add welcome turnover by boosting add-on 
sales for retailers. 
With over 35 years’ manufacturing experience, Wagner offers 
a range of presentation options, from single product, free-
standing units, 1m-wide, in-line and back-to-back indoor and 
outdoor stands. 
Designed to suit any budget, Wagner says these trolleys come 
in a range of low, medium and premium prices. They are made 
of glass, metal or FSC/PEFC certified natural wood in a variety of 
designs from contemporary to vintage styles. 
The interior range is available with different castors suitable 
for various floor finishes such as parquet, laminate, tile and 

carpet. For heavy-duty gardening, Wagner offers extra load-
bearing trolleys, complete with breaks for heavy, large plants 
and models that are adaptable to suit different pot sizes, along 
with robust variants for long-performance in outdoor areas. 
“Due to Wagner’s expertise in quality plant trolleys, retailers 
can take advantage of a fast-moving product range with strong 
turnover and attractive margins while consumers will find a 
fitting product solution for any kind of application,” a company 
spokesperson commented.

Wagner Plant Trolleys, available from DS Supplies Ltd.
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Bright future
Due to its extensive store network and customer base, both 
retail and trade, the Albany Paint Group claims to be uniquely 
positioned to observe paint sale trends within the Irish market. 
According to the company, the future is bright for the paint 
industry, with a 10% rise in paint and paint-related business 
across the Albany Group in 2016. Strong categories include 

an 18% rise in premium and designer paint sales, along 
with a 20% boost in the ancillaries section, which includes 
applicators, preparation products and speciality paints.  
“This trend is a very promising indicator for the decorating 
market in that it shows a greater propensity from both retail 
and trade customers to decorate more often. It also shows a 
greater degree of consumer confidence in making expenditure 
decisions relating to the home. People are actively seeking 
premium products and colour and design advice,” explained 
Padraic McGuinness, Business Development Manager of the 
Albany Group.
“Customers are becoming more experimental with colour and 
are open to higher performance finishes for different areas. 
Essentially there is a greater degree of design confidence in the 
marketplace and this is a key driver for product innovation,” he 
added. 
Albany Paints has noticed an increase in sales at all price points 
and a trend towards premium and designer brands increasing 
their market share. This trend is assisted by the emphasis on 
product differentiation through quality displays and customer 
samples. Customer and client service is another key aspect of 

CURUST INDUSTRIES LTD. Units 12 & 13, Southern Cross Business Park,
Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland. Tel: +353 1 276 0800. Fax: +353 1 276 0799.

email: info@curust.ie  www.curust.ie
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Painting a positive 
picture
In Ireland, the Central Statistics Office predicts a collective rise of 3.3% 
in hardware, paint and glass sales for 2017. This category was also found 
to have the second largest monthly volume increase, increasing by an 
impressive 5.6% for January of this year compared to December 2016. 
This positive growth reflects an increase in consumer confidence and 
spending, as the construction sector recovers and the economy improves.

Albany MD Padraic
McGuinness says that
customers are actively
seeking out premium
products.
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the paint industry and its growth, according 
to the company, with colour consultants in 
demand with retail customer and project 
specification desired by commercial clients.  
The company intends to expand its interior 
decoration line by adding soft furnishings, 
design textiles, homewares and giftware 
to complement its paint and wallcoverings 
business. 
“Our customers will be increasingly treated to 
inspirational room sets, colour matching with 
fabrics and papers and unique design pieces, 

coupled with beautiful objects to complete 
their home décor aspirations,” Padraic said.  
Although 2017 will be a difficult year for the 
Irish economy due to Brexit and general 
levels of growth in the Eurozone, Padraic 
believes that government programmes 
concerning residential construction and stock 
refurbishment will counteract some of these 
challenges.  
“The sector must brace itself for these 
impacts and opportunities and drive on,” he 
said. 

Smooth applicators

Crown Trade Fastflow has 
launched Fastflow Quick Dry 
Satin paint, a new addition to 
the 2015 introduction of the 
Crown Trade Fastflow Quick Dry 
Gloss and Primer Undercoat 
range.
“Featuring advanced water-
based technology, this new 
paint offers the characteristics 
of a traditional solvent-based 
product with the benefits of 
a water-based formulation,” 
a company spokesperson 
explained. 
“The end result is a 
professional, contemporary 
finish with fast-drying 
performance and a low odour, 
as well as a slower rate of 
yellowing when compared to 
traditional alkyd systems. This 
paint is suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use.” 
Crown Trade claims that the 
product’s fast-drying quality 
allows for the application of 
two coats in one day, reducing 
labour costs. 
The low odour feature is 
due to Crown’s ‘Breatheasy’ 
technology, a 99% solvent-free 
formulation with low emission 
levels which is far less harmful 
to the environment, according 
to the company. 
“Feedback from the trade has 
been very positive in regards 
to Crown Fastflow Gloss, 
decorators believe it feels like 
applying an oil-based product, 
which flows well over the top 



www: crownpaints.ie
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of the first coat without pulling or dragging and that it dries very 
quickly,” commented Kevin Whelan, Crown Marketing Controller.  
“This commitment to high quality remains at the fore with 
Crown Trade Fastflow Quick Dry Satin. It represents a break-
through in innovation and with all the reassurance of our 
experience and heritage, which stretches back more than 200 
years,” he added.

Seal of approval

Curust Industries distributes the Douglas decorative range of 
paints, best known for its white spirits and assorted decorating 
solvents. The brand now encompasses a full collection of 
specialist paints and primers along with silicones, expanding 
foams and assorted tools for DIY enthusiasts. 
“In relation to wood-care, our well-established brand of 
Douglas Oils, including linseed oil, Danish oil, and teak oil as 
well as French polish and shellac sanding sealer, have been 
strengthened with a new range of traditional solvent-based 
polyurethane varnishes for both indoor and outdoor use,” said 
Richard Brocklesby of Curust Industries. 

 
Collection of colour
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In 2017, Dulux Paints Ireland plans to introduce a suite of new 
colours to its Easycare washable matt ranges and the Dulux 
Weathershield range. 
“Colour and interior design research is combined with the Dulux 
Colour Futures forecast, formulated by Irish and global industry 
experts, to inform the production of colours that align with the 
most current international colour trends. Each new colour is 
designed to suit different interior spaces depending on their 
function,” a Dulux spokesperson said.  
Dulux has a range of three new ready mix colours in the 
Weathershield range, designed to complement both period and 
contemporary homes: Brittas Sand; New Wool; and Wicklow 
Way.  
The Dulux Weathershield range includes 36 ready mix colours 
and over 400 colours available for colour mixing.  
The company has introduced five new colours within the new 
Dulux Weathershield Satinwood range: Bondi Waters; Moonlight 
Lagoon; Brushed Lavender; Window White; and Soft Granite. 
This amounts to a selection of 12 ready-mix colours and 620 
colour-mixing options.  
When it comes to selecting paint shades, Moda, the Dulux 
boutique collection, conducts a colour choice for customers 
through five specially curated palettes, each featuring five 
colours, which can be utilised to develop a specific interior 
style. Dulux believes that Moda encourages confidence in the 
customer’s choice of colours and makes it easier to select paint 
colours for different rooms and their functions. 
Dulux has developed a new television advertisement for 

Easycare featuring the iconic Dulux English sheepdog. Focusing 
on Dulux Easycare’s stain repellent formulation, the company 
expects this campaign to reach over 1.2 million people in Ireland.
Dulux Weathershield has also created a new campaign 
celebrating Ireland’s most weather-durable people, ‘The 
Invincibles’, intrepid Myrtleville swimmers who demonstrate 
their durability against the Irish elements 365 days a year. This 
campaign will be shown on YouTube, online players and social 
media. Dulux Weathershield also has a new radio campaign for 
2017. Overall, the Dulux Weathershield marketing project will 
reach over 1.9 million people in Ireland. 

Coats for the elements

Everbuild, a Sika Company, offers an extensive line of wood 
stains, varnishes and treatments to the hardware market.  
The company states that the Everbuild Quick Drying Wood 
Stains are designed to enhance the natural quality of wood 
and are available in seven shades and best applied along with 
Everbuild’s Maintenance Clear Coat product. 
Everbuild claims that the built-in weatherproof protection 
guarantees a crack and peel resistant finish along with 
protection from UV light. The product is designed for use on 
doors, window frames and garden furniture. 

Coat coverage
KOHR Products Ltd supplies the Coo-Var range of specialist 
and functional coatings which it says protect and decorate a 
space with the added bonus of multifunction properties, such 
as: anti-condensation paint; anti climb paint; anti slip paint and 
anti-fouling paint. 
KOHR also offers problem-solving products for walls, roofs and 
floors, which claim to enhance safety and security as well as 
appearance. 

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY PAINTS, 
PRIMERS AND PRE-TREATMENTS
Anti-damp, anti-condensation, anti-climb, 

anti-slip, farm oxide and parlour paint are just a 
sample of the large range of products stocked

Distributors of Coo-Var and Teamac

KOHR Products Ltd 
Unit 6, 
Mullaghboy Industrial Estate,
Navan, Co. Meath.
Contact: David Deady.
Tel: 046-9456030
Mob.087-2351279
email: david@kohr.ie
Web: www.kohr.ie
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The company supplies Fluorescent Paints, which is a high 
visibility day-time coating, which also has the capability, under 
lights at night, to identify hazards or safety equipment such as 
fire extinguishers and exits. 
KOHR also supply a range of agricultural paints, including Stable 
Paint which is ideal for use as a sealer or as a finishing coat in 
stables, barns and outbuildings.  
The brand’s range of Chlorinated Rubber Paint is designed 
for use on surfaces, which require good chemical and water 
resistance and are available in blue, black and white. 
The farm oxide range comes in a choice of colours, including: 
black, red, green, and grey.

Brush with success
Established in 1971, Mark John Limited is an Irish-owned 
company which specialises in supplying own-brand 
paint brushes, rollers and painting tools to retailers and builders 
merchants across the country.  
The brand has developed a wide product range including 
multiple brush ranges, rollers, soft-grip tools, scale tang tools 
and other decorating tools and accessories.  
Mark John Limited has found that the brand’s MX Brush range 
has developed a strong following among both professional 
painters and DIY enthusiasts.  
The company’s new MX Elite brush range has been formulated 
to suit the professional tradesman. With an oval shape and 
‘Technofil’ material, these brushes are a mixture of various-
tapered filament developed specifically for the brand and 
designed for use with modern water-based paints.  
Testing is a critical part of Mark John product development 
and this MX Elite brush has received great praise from the 
panel of paint professionals who tested the brush,” a company 
spokesperson said. “The brush is sold with its own paint brush 
storage container, which helps protect and preserve the brush 
for the user.”

The MX ELITE has its own paint brush storage container to protect and
preserve the brush 
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In 2015, the size of the European market reached 4.2 million tonnes, representing a 
value of €13 billion, according to a report by Monique von Dungen, Managing Partner, 
CHEM Research GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany, writing in The Handbook for the British 
and Irish Adhesives and Sealants Industry 2016/2017. The European demand for 
adhesives and sealants accounts for about one third of world demand.
During the period 2012-2015, Great Britain enjoyed sustained
growth in the demand for adhesives and sealants, averaging 3.1% annual growth. In 2015, its 
adhesive and sealant demand volume reached 460 million tonnes and a sales value of about 
€1.6 billion (manufacturers’ sales value). 
The recovery of the building and construction sector and stable consumer spending have 
been the major drivers behind the growth of the British adhesives and sealants market since 
2012.

Adhesives sector shows 
moderate Europe-wide 
growth
The adhesives and sealants sector registered an 
annual growth rate of 1.4% across Europe in the 
years 2012-2015, while Great Britain enjoyed above-
average performance with an annual growth rate of 
3.1%.

MSP Seal Bond from Bostik.
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In the building and construction sector, 
new construction of residential homes and 
commercial buildings are the most dynamic 
segments stimulating the demand for 
adhesives and sealants. The information 
above was abstracted from the contents of 
the new issue of the FEICA market report, 
The European Adhesives and Sealants Market 
2014-2017. This report update is available from 
FEICA: 
www.feica.eu/library/market-reports.
Construction of residential homes and 
commercial buildings has driven demand 
for adhesives/sealants in the UK. If that 
dynamic is reflected in the Irish market, 
developments in homebuilding and, in 
particular, the Government housing plan, could 
have significant impact on Irish adhesives/
sealants sales over the next few years. Irish 
suppliers are showing plenty of confidence 
in the market’s potential for growth and here 
(on page 60) we highlight a number of product 
innovations.

High performance
Bostik has updated the packaging on its next 
generation MSP Seal Bond, MSP Xtrem Bond 
and MSP Turbo Bond products. A company 
spokesperson explained that this has been 

Sika Multi Stick from Everbuild.

The new Tec7
Plumb, available
from Contech
Building
Products.
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done to reflect the flexibility 
of MSP Seal Bond, the 
strength of MSP Xtrem Bond 
and the speed of MSP Turbo 
Bond.
The spokesperson continued: 
“Bostik MSP products are 
flexible, strong and fast and 
will stick to most surfaces 
and substrates – even 
underwater.”

Bonding strength
Sika Multi Stick is a new 
generation of hybrid polymer 
grab adhesive from Everbuild 
– a Sika company, designed 

especially for the trade with 
the ability to bond “virtually 
anything to everything”, the 
company states.
A spokesperson for Everbuild 
commented: “Solvent-free 
and based on new SPUR 
technology, Sika Multi Stick 
boasts incredible initial grab, 
high bonding strength and 
excellent slip resistance.”

Command in demand
May 2017 will see a high-
profile TV advertising 
campaign by 3M promoting 
its Command brand of 

hanging hooks, strips and 
clips. Adverts will run on RTÉ, 
TV3, Sky Media and Channel 
4.
Command products, 
according to a spokesperson 
for distributors Origo, 
are easy to use with 
multipurpose benefits for 
homeowners, renters, and 
decorators alike. “They offer a 
mess-free alternative to using 
traditional nails and screws. 
Better still, Command 
products leave walls and 
surfaces undamaged when 
removed.”

Tried and trusted 
Tec7 has become the number 
one choice for the trade 
person and DIY enthusiast 
alike, according to distributor, 
Contech Building Products, 
because they know “it gets 
the job done first time, every 
time” – even under water.
The new Tec7 Plumb 
was introduced to the 
range last year. A Contech 
spokesperson said: “This 
relatively new product is a 
permanent fix to all heating 
system leaks. One can does 
75 litres of water – enough to 
do a standard three-bedroom 
home or 10 to 12 standard 
radiators.”

The Command range of hanging hooks,
strips and clips.
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Classified Ads

Advertisements (text plus logo) can be emailed to: hardware@ifpmedia.com  
and be prepaid, at least two weeks prior to publication.

Would your business like to:

  Reduce Bad Debt
  Increase Sales
  Maximise Cash Flow

  Access Funding
  Trade with Confidence
  Protect your Business

INVEST in Credit Insurance 
with Ireland’s leading independent 

specialist broker

FREE Risk Assessment of your
debtor book for all HAI members

www.CreditRiskBrokers.com   info@creditriskbrokers.com
Dublin: + 353 1 491 6007   Belfast: + 44 (0)28 9026 0635

CRB Ad Template 55x100mm.indd   2 20-Sep-16   12:28:02 PM
Guaranteed Irish 
Manufacturers
since 1971

u	 Draught Excluder Products
u	 Tile and Bath Seal
u	 Floor Trims
u	 Step Nosings
u	 Plastic and Aluminium Angles
u	 Conduits and Pipes

We can Save you 25% So Why Deprive Yourself
Phone 8470095       Fax 8484896

Email: hycraft@eircom.net

The Official Magazine of Hardware Association Ireland

March/April 2017

Enhanced advertising opportunity for your business
The Hardware Journal Classified Ads

Offering exceptional 
value in two new 
advertising sizes:

50mm (h) x 55mm (w)
€1,050 for six editions

100mm (h) x 55mm (w)
€1,650 for six editions
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Smart spaces
Rooms available for hire at HAI HQ

If you need an easily-accessible meeting space on the way 
into or out of Dublin, HAI can offer you convenient and well-
appointed rooms suitable for a range of requirements, from 

one-to-one to group facilities for up to 16 people.

Facilities

Support
When you visit us take the 

opportunity to learn more about 
HAI. To book either of the spaces, or 
for further information, contact HAI 

at info@hardwareassociation.ie  
or call 01 298 0969.

Location
On the city-bound side of the N7, 

more commonly known as the Naas 
Road, less than 1km across the border 
from Kildare. On the site of Johnston 
Logistics facing onto the Naas Road. 
See the map for our exact location.

Junction  5    N7 

From Naas 

From Dublin 

Directions to HAI Head Office 

A boardroom/ training meeting space for up to 16 people in a T-shape or 
in classroom style, with air-conditioning. A 62” state of the art screen is 

available with mini-Intel PC so you don’t have to connect a lap top. If you 
have a presentation or other documentation you want to place on the 

screen, all you need is a memory stick.

€75 morning (9am to 1pm) or afternoon 
(1pm to 5pm) and €130 full day – HAI members.

€100 morning or afternoon and 
€175 full day – non-members.

 A six-person meeting space with tea/coffee/water 
facilities available. Ideal for a one-to-one meeting 
on the way into or out of Dublin. Alternatively, if 

you just need a pit- stop for refreshments, you are 
welcome to drop in as this space is available to 

HAI members free of charge.

FREE to HAI members
€50 morning or afternoon 

and €100 full day – non-members

Wireless internet access is available in both spaces as well as plenty of sockets, natural daylight and blinds. 
Lunch is available, if requested in advance (24 hours’ notice) and starts at €4 per person for sandwiches.



The Networking Event for the Home Improvement Industry

Workshops on 7 June 2017

Get-Together on 7 June 2017

Global DIY 2017 International Congress Exhibition

Gala Dinner on 8 June 2017

powered by

Speakers:

Sergio Giroldi 
CEO  
OBI

Yasunori Ishiguro 
Executive VP & COO 
DCM Holdings 

 
 

Kai Herzberger 
Director EMEA 
facebook

Paul Martin  
UK Head of Retail 
KPMG 

Christian May  
Managing Director  
Retail Channels 
Alfred Kärcher

Ken Hughes  
Consumer & Shopper 
Behaviouralist  

Jim Inglis 
President 
Inglis Retailing

David Domoney  
CEO  
Domoney Ltd

Richard van  
Hooijdonk  
Trendwatcher  

Jeremy Hodara  
Co-CEO &  
Founder Jumia

Platinum Sponsors

And the winner is...

Gregory M. Bridgeford,  
former Executive Vice President 
of Business Development and 
Chief Customer Officer of Lowe‘s 
Companies, Inc. 

Laudation

Richard Maltsbarger,  
Chief Development Officer and 
President, International Lowe‘s 
Companies, Inc.

     5th Global
DIY-Summit
2 0 1 7

Programme Update 

A New Era – 
A Glimpse into the Future  
of Home Improvement

8– 9 June 2017 
Maritim Hotel Berlin, Germany

Store Tour on 7 June 2017

Neil Cowie 
CEO  
Mitre 10

Peter Rosseel 
Director, Management  
Consulting Research

For more information and online registration visit us on http://diysummit.org

Patrick Cassidy 
Board Director  
Bricoalliance 

Alexander Zerdick  
Director Retail 
Google

Dr. Michael Grampp 
Chief Economist &  
Head of Research
Deloitte 

Special guests:

5th Global 
DIY-Lifetime Award 2017
Amongst the highlights of the first day will be  

the festive presentation of the 5th Global DIY-Lifetime  

Award 2017 at track cycling arena Velodrom

Omar Aleem  
Senior Research  
Analyst, Cleveland  
Research
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